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SENIORS 
Are You Ready 
To Face The World 
Sty* S?0t0t?r FACULTY Are You Proud of Those Graduating 
The Cream of College News' 




Again for the eighth consecutive 
year A. and T. College students 
were made conscious of the neces-
sity of vocation as a means of a 
future livelihood. The observance 
was held here in conjunction with 
the National Urban League under 
the local chairmanship of Dr. 
Charles L. Cooper, professor of 
industrial education at the college. 
Many interesting speakers were 
heard on the week's program. Mr. 
J. T. Redding, well known inventor 
of North Wilkesboro, gave a very 
educative demonstration at the in-
itial program on Tuesday morning. 
On Wednesday m o r n i n g , Miss 
Esther P. Hicks, of the business 
faculty, spoke on "Vocational 
Guidance, Past, Present, and Fu-
ture." In her discussion she made 
clear what favorable results of this 
effort has been brought about in 
the past, what is now being done 
(Continued on Page 6) 
WINGS—THEY FLY National Negro 
Health Week 
Schuyler Speaks 
In observance of the eighth an-
nual Vocational Opportunities 
Week here at A. and T. College the 
students and faculty had the priv-
ilege to hear Mr. George S. Schuy-
ler, famous Negro lecturer, who was 
for some time editor of the "Mess-
enger" and who is now affiliated 
with the Crisis magazine and the 
Pittsburgh Courier. 
Mr. Schuyler spoke on the prob-
lem of unemployment among Neg-
roes. He explained how the jobs 
of other races and other countries 
effect Negro employment. Since 
labor is so cheap in many of the 
foreign countries and modern ma-
chinery displaces cotton picking, 
etc., the exportation of southern 
cotton is greatly reduced. Steam 
rails once secured from Philadel-
phia are now made in China. Rus-
(Continued on Page 6) 
Above is shown three of twenty 
students studying aeronautics in 
conjunction with the civil aero-
nautics authority. They are using 
One of the student training planes 
at the Greensboro High Point Air-
port. Seated at the stick is Elbert 
Pettiford, senior agricultural stud-
ent from Spring Hope. Directly be-
hind him at the stick is Graham 
Smith, sophomore technical stud-
ent from Ahoskie. Spinning the 
propeller is Clarence Barnes, soph-
omore technical student from Beau-
fort. 
Ground work in aeronautics has 
been given at the college since the 
fall. The flight work is being car-




A. & T. Flying Club 
Takes To Air 
The A. and T. flyers, under the 
competent guidance of their ground 
instructors, Dean Marteena, Dr. 
Thaxton, Mr. Green and Mr. Rod-
dy, proved their readiness for 
flight instructions the latter part 
of February. 
It was an exciting, yet happy, 
adventure on February 27, when 
the aviators took to the air under 
their capable flight .instructor, Mr. 
Johnson. It was quite a thrill for 
the aviators as they watched the 
objects on the ground decrease in 
size as the plane increased in alti-
tude. The greatest excitement came 
when the instructor turned the 
plane in a nose dive which gave 
the future pilots a tickling sensa-
tion in the stomach. 
Mr. Johnson, the flight instruc-
tor, says that prospects for the 
aviators are very promising. Those 
enrolled in flight instructions are: 
C. J. Barnes, C. W. Barass, Hol-
land Clark, Eutaliford Duncan, 
Harold Hayes, W. A. Jones, Elbert 
Pettiford, Reuben Sharp, Graham 
Smith and Sylvester White. 
Until the next issue, watch the 
men of wings circle the air! 
W. Jones, Reporter. 
Dudley High School of Greens-
boro was the winner of the 16th an-
nua] debate tournament of the 
North Carolina High School De-
bating League at A. & T. College 
on March 15. Dudley High School 
defeated Georgetown High School 
of Jacksonville, N. C, in the finals 
which were held in A. & T. Col-
lege's newly constructed Richard 
B. Harrison Auditorium. This was 
the fourth time that Dudley has 
won the state high school debating 
crown. 
The discussion was based around 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Thanks 
We, the members of the Register 
Staff, wish to express our sincere 
appreciation and thanks to Dr. 
Cooper and the members of his In-
dustrial Arts Class who assisted 
him, in the construction of our 
beautiful and unique ballot box. 
This box will be used in the ballot-
ing for the election of campus su-
perlatives, President of Student 
Council and "Miss A. and T.." The 
box is oblong, of wood, and will be 
of great aid in the voting pro-
cedure. We are deeply grateful to 
Dr. Cooper for his thoughtful and 
needed gift.. ... -
Dr. J. E. Shepherd 
A. and T. College was greatly 
honored on April 7th when Presi-
dent James E. Shepard of N. C. 
State College, Durham, appeared 
before the student body and visitors 
in an inspiring address entitled 
"The Bible — A Source of Inspira-
tion and Power." 
The Bible is today's best seller, 
because its precepts are a safe 
guidance for life. It is a source of 
great comfort. Many have said 
that the Bible has not stopped the 
prejudices and injustices in the 
world. President Shepard's answer 
is that the teachings of the Bible 
are not practiced by the communi-
ties. 
President Shepard closed by tell-
ing the audience that the Bible is 
a consolation when everything 
fails, and from it one can find in-
formation on all problems whether 
they be social, economic or re-
ligious. 
Music was furnished on this oc-
casion by the A. and T. Choral 
Society. 
Dr. H. M . Thaxton 
and Investigation In 
Nuclear Physics 
From the early inception of Ar-
istotelian scientific method, phil-
osophers, scientific connoiseurs, 
pseudo - scientists a n d scientists 
have sought the "prima facie" for 
the existence of universal struc-
tures and manifolds. Queries con-
cerning the physical nature of 
macroscopic as well as microscopic 
phenomena first being with logical 
speculations based on comparative 
geometric form, symmetry, curva-
ture, arrangement, orderliness, etc. 
During this stage of development, 
the progress attained is largely 
concerned with the elimination and 
reduction of a large number of 
parameters, which necessarily arise 
in speculative estimates, in order 
that the demands of experience 
are retained. Eventually, however, 
the fundamental "vernehmlichkeit" 
of the process demands a rigorous 
analysis of the nature of the physi-
cal laws operating in the process 
under consideration. The analysis, 
as is known by all, led to the dis-
continued on Page 6) 
Student Elections 
To Be Held 
The Register Staff on Tuesday, 
April 9, registered 60% of the 
student body for the student elec-
tion. 21 young men and women are 
eligible for the presidency of the 
Student Council, while 14 young 
ladies are eligible for the title of 
"Miss A. and T." Campaign 
speeches are to be given Monday, 
April 22, primaries on Tuesday, 
April 23. If a run-off is necessary, 
it will be held on Thursday, April 
25. The final election is to be held 
on April 30. 
, Retaining the precedent set last 
year, the election managed by a 
commission of impartial senior 
men and women, i.e., those who 
are non-fraternal and those who 
did not occupy any major position. 
Campus superlatives also will be 
selected. 
The Register Staff urges all who 
are registered to exercise their 
power and vote. 
Calendar for 42nd 
Commencement 
Friday, May 31 
6:00 P. M.—All Student Banquet. 
Saturday, June 1 
4:00—Senior Class Exercises. 
6:30-8:00 P. M.—President's Re-
ception to Senior Class, Alumni 
and Visitors. 
Sunday, June 2 
11:00 A. M. — Baccalaureate 
Sermon, Dr. Joseph T. Hill, pastor 
Second Baptist Church, Richmond, 
Va. 
8:30 P. M.—Open Air Concert 
on Front Lawn, A-Capella Choir. 
Monday, June 3 
10:00 A. M.—Business Meeting, 
A. and T. Alumni Association. 
1:00 P. M.—Alumni Luncheon. 
2:00-4:00 P. M. — Open House. 
4:00 P. M.—Band Concert on 
Lawn. 
7:00 P. M.—Commencement Ex-
ercises. 
Address: Hon. Jonathan Daniels, 
editor, News and Observer, Ra-
leigh, North Carolina. 
COMMENTS 
All public exercises will be held 
in the Richard B. Harrison Audi-
torium. 
All departments will be open 
for inspection by the Alumni and 
Friends. 
The Art Exhibition will be open 
Friday through Monday in the Art 
Studio, located on the second floor 
of Crosby Hall. 
The Fiftieth 
Anniversary 
Modern Dental Highlights 
Dr. P. C. Banks of Reidsville, 
N. C, spoke during National Negro 
Health Week on dentistry. It is 
considered a highly specialized 
branch of General Medicine. For 
dental schools, the speaker recom-
mended Howard University School 
of Dentistry and Meharry Dental 
College of Meharry Medical School. 
One must spend four years in 
Dental School and pass a State 
Board examination before he is 
ready to enter general practice. 
"Do you know that the mouths 
of most healthy people carry the 
germs of some of the most deadly 
diseases such as pneumonia and 
tuberculosis? And yet these peo-
ple do not have the disease? Dr. 
Banks recommended the use of 
such mouth washes as Pepsodent 
Antiseptic and Lavoris. A home 
mouth wash is V* teaspoon of table 
salt, 'Vx teaspoon of powdered 
Borax, a teaspoon of Hydrogen 
peroxide in a large, glass of hot 
water. As model tooth pastes Dr. 
Banks- suggested Pepsodent, Koly-
nos and Teel, because these com-
panies employ dental research men. 
Also Dr. Banks advised his audi-
ence to - buy inexpensive, tooth 
brushes to be used a short while 
and then thrown away. 
The dentist's work, strange as 
it may seem, begins with the in-
ception of the individual. The den-
tist's aid should be solicited in or-
der to build up a strong skeletal 
system of the infant. Of great sur-
prise to the audience was the fact 
that all one's teeth come with him 
when he enters the world. 
The widespread idea that a clean 
tooth never decays is fallacious, 
according to Dr. Banks. All teeth 
decay, but a clean tooth decays 
much more slowly. Also it must 
not be forgotten that an infected 
tooth may lead into serious dis-
eases or pains. 
The little mucuous patches near 
the third molars may be the sec-
ondary stage of syphilis—this is 
not the only cause of these patches, 
however. Since this is so, it pays 
one to visit the dentist for an ex-
amination regularly. One cannot 
be too careful in dealing with such 
a highly contagious disease as 
syphilis. 
In conclusion Dr. Banks remind-
ed the audience that "we, as an 
underprivileged, economically en-
slaved group, need to heed the cry 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Condolence 
We, the members of the Register 
Staff, extend to Mrs. Bluford and 
family our profound sympathy in 
the recent death of Mrs. Bluford;s 
mother in Birmingham, Alabama. 
On March 9th, 1941, it will be 
fifty years since the General As-
sembly of North Carolina rati-
fied the act establishing this col-
lege, whose object is declared by 
the act to be; for instruction in 
practical agriculture, the mechanic 
arts and such branches of learning 
as relate thereto not excluding ac-
(Continued on Page 7) 
State Teachers Association 
To Meet Here 
The State Teachers' Association 
for Negroes met at Fayetteville 
State Teachers' College, March 22 
and 23. All officers were re-elected 
for the year of 1940-41. With a 
majority so overwhelming that it 
was said to be unanimous, the as-
sociation voted to hold its next 
convention at A. and T. College 
during the Easter holidays of 1941 
Judge Rives Speaks 
Judges Rives of the Greensboro 
Municipal Court talked to the 
student body and faculty on "The 
Importance of Finding Worthwhile 
Things in Life." Success, according 
to him, is harder to define as the 
years -roll by. It is not, however, 
gained by riches. Instead, s u c h 
traits as good character, courage 
to live justly and wisely, tolerance, 
love, faith and religion will bring 
about some degree of success. 
Tribute 
We wish to congratulate Mr. 
James Reid of the class of '39 for 
the excellent job he is doing to-
ward the improvement of the cam-
pus grounds. Mr. Reid is instructor 
of horticulture. Students, cooperate 
with him. 
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•gr Editorial and Opinion Page J ^ 
Erne Quam Vidtri 
Published monthly during tho col-
legiate year by the students of A. Se T. 
College. 
AdTertlslng rates reasonable. Sub-
scription rates $1.00 per year. 
Address all communications and 
checks to THE REGISTER, A. & T. 
College, Greensboro, N. C. 
Letters of suggestions, comments 
and criticisms will be appreciated. 
Entered as second-class matter, 
February 8, 1932, a t the Postoffice at 
Greensboro, N. C , under the act of 
March, 1879. 
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Earl Holland, '41 
Feature Editors 
Lydia Robinson, '41 
Annie B. Matthews, '40 
Art Editor.. Sherman Williamson, '42 
Circulation Staff 
Ida Scurlock, "40, Manager; Louise Capel, 
'42 : George Green, '4' ^ ^ ^ 
Sports Editors 
William Childs, '41; 
Reporters 
Edward Murphy, '41, Manager; Leon Bailey, 
'40; 
FACtJLTT ADVISER 
DEAN WARMOTH T. GIBBS 
Paragraphia 
"The world has r ight ly come to 
realize tha t the s t rongest voice 
which can be raised in the agony 
of indecision prevai l ing today mus t 
be the voice of youth." 
"In spite of all t h a t has been 
said about peace, peace still re-
mains the most radical, the most re-
volutionary idea in the world." 
"Whoever it was who searched 
the heavens with his telescope and 
found no God, would not have 
found the human mind if he had 
searched with a microscope." 
"A conservative is a person who 
agrees with last century 's l iberals ." 
"A French woman commenting 
on Americans told us the manner 
of the average American is the 
manner -of • the French cocotte — a 
ceaseless s tr iving for at tent ion. A 
French woman of breeding sits 
back serenely and lets men discover 
her . " 
of the campus may labor ever so 
hard, but their labor will be of 
little avail wi thout the cooperation 
of everyone. 
This is your home while here 
and you should strive to make it 
the most beautiful place in all the 
world. Give us your support! ! Con-
tinue to prove t h a t "Keep Off The 
Gras s " signs are not needed here 
because we are proud of the g rass 
and want a beautiful campus. 
Time 
There should be no more search-
ing a question than tha t of how 
we spend our time. One wi t ty phil-
osopher has said, "show me how 
a man spends his t ime and T'll 
tell you what he is ." The basic 
index to one's worth is proportional 
to and an outgrowth of how he 
spends his t ime. This very often 
unthought of factor in life really 
moves on as a hoary headed mons-
te r irrespective of man 's desires, 
p rayers and science. It exerts no 
par t icular bias for or agains t hu-
man motives bu t marches victor-
iously on into the — past . I t is 
something t h a t one m i n u t e we 
think of it as being in the future, 
then the present , and finally it is 
past. 
In consideration of such know-
c o n t i n u e d on Page 8) 
Lamentations of 
A Friend 
Why do you call me crude, un-
couth, discourteous, immoral and 
disrespectful ? Is it because I am 
or because you think so? Do the 
little things m a t t e r ? Am I care-
less? 
In solitude many things come to 
one who commits himself to be en-
gulfed bv the imnact of such a force. 
Some of these things we question 
while others we t ake for granted. 
The conventionality of our societv 
exerts a t remendous influence unon 
us and demands t h a t we conform 
to certain social pa t t e rns or suffer 
the consequences. 
Amid the toil and strife of mod-
ern t imes we are sometimes nut in 
a dilemma as to wha t should or 
should not be. If we are cauo-ht 
diing the incorrect thine: we ration-
alize on tbe basis of our nreiud ;ce= 
qud weaknesses. We fail to see 
the value in doing eertain little 
things and when thev are suep-est-
ed to us we resent it. Tf one were 
a hermit on a desert b° could n™ 
bablv assume the laisser faire at-
t i tude. 
More directly, it is conventiona1 
(Continued on Page 8) 
"The giving of monev has always 
remained for many a th ing to be 
escaped whenever possible. Such 
persons possibly never really ex-
perienced the joy of promoting the 
success of a cause in which they 
believe, by giving money to it ." 
Keep Off The Grass 
Such slogans as the above are 
prevalent throughout America. Our 
c a m p u s , in keeping with the 
democratic spirit , is not covered 
with such s igns and i t h a s been 
seen fit to leave the individual on 
his own. Sometimes lawns are fenc-
ed in with hedge, wire, wood or 
wha t not, all of these efforts are 
devoted to the campaign on behalf 
of t h a t beautifying species of p lant 
life known as — grass . 
May I extend a very personal 
appeal to each of you t o -beln tn 
beautify our campus bv kee^i''" , ' "ff 
*he. grass . The persons in charge 
Student Government 
As I See It 
By A P R E S I D E N T 
In order to achieve a really ef-
fective form of s tudent govern-
ment it seems tha t the generally 
prevailing conception of education 
in our colleges must be discarded. 
I t is, in my judgment , outmoded. 
The s tudent must take init iative 
in securing his own education and 
an educational system adequate to 
the needs of modern t imes must 
encourage this. The old s tandardiz-
ed curriculum, a m a z i n g l y so, 
should be a t a minimum, and more 
seminar studies involving, as it 
were, original research with con-
structive advice by a competent 
faculty. 
I t does not appear tha t our in-
tell igent educators have learned 
tha t the lecture system, which is a 
hangover from the period ante-
da t ry the pr in t ing of books, and 
the regular ly or periodically recur-
r ing examinat ions and g r a d e s , 
which indicate very l i t t le of the 
s tudent ' s actual ability, if you per-
(Continued on Page '6) 
Misinterpretation 
In answer to the article entitled 
"Defending the Minori ty ," it is only 
necessary for me to tell the author 
to re-read the article he a t tempted 
to at tack. Remember t h a t before 
one ever t r ies to get the splinter 
out of the other person's eye, he 
should first rid his of the log which 
is blinding him. 
I did not say tha t a student 
should excel in various extra-cur-
ricula activities before he 's prais-
ed for scholastic achievement. I 
did say and, still maintain, however, 
tha t a s tudent who has nothing to 
do but study his lessons, loaf, and 
walk to his meals t h a t have been 
prepared by other hands, should 
not be compared with or said to be 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Friendship 
There are no rules for friend-
ship. I t mus t be left to itself. We 
cannot force i t any more than love. 
Friendship is a s t range and habit-
ual inclination in two persons to 
promote the good and happiness of 
each other. We may also say t h a t 
a friend is one who sets his hea r t 
upon us, and who has happiness 
and delights in us . He does for us 
what we wan t him to do, is willing 
and fully engaged to do all he can 
for us . 
I have heard many persons say, 
"A t rue friend will tell you the 
t ru th even if it hu r t s . " But my 
friends don't think t h a t friendship 
authorizes you to say disagreeable 
th ings to your in t imates . The near-
er you come into relation with a 
person, the more necessary do t ac t 
and courtesy become, except in 
cases of necessity which are very 
ra re . Let your friend learn un-
pleasant t ru ths from his enemies. 
They are ready enough to tell him. 
Fr iendship is enjoyed equally as 
it is desired, and only prows up and 
improves by enjoyment. Our bless-
in gs may be taken away, but if we 
have acquired a good friend bv 
goodness, we have a blessing which 
improves in value when others fail. 
Cicuro gives us th i s thouo-ht about 
friendship, "How g r e a t the power 
of friendship is. it may be best 
gathered from this consideration, 
t ha t out of the boundless society 
of the human races, whifh na tu re 
herself has joined together , friend-
ship is a m a t t e r so contracted and 
brought into so na r row a compass 
tha t the whole of affection is con-
fined to two, or a t any r a t e to very 
few." 
There are plenty of acquaintances 
in the world, bu t verv few real 
friends, if you have friends, while 
many people nod to you and greet 
you. seek a friend as your most 
earnes t worldly pursui t , and bee 
a friend in your p rayers to heaven. 
Once in an a ere God sends to some 
of us a friend who loves in us, not 
a false-imagining, an unreal cha-
racter , but looking- th rough the 
rubbish of our imperfections, loves 
in us the divine ideal of our na ture , 
loves not the man tha t we are . but 
angel t h a t we may be. 
"The most I can do for my friend 
is simply to be his friend. T have 
no wealth to bestow on him. If he 
knows tha t I am hapny in loving 
him, he will want no other re -
ward. Is not friendship divine in 
t h i s ? " 
E L L I S H. PORTER 
My Opinion of 
Self Control 
I think tha t we, the s tudents of 
A. & T. College, should t ry to be-
come honest , t ru thful , and useful, 
so tha t our college m a y become 
g rea t e r and bet ter . We should, 
therefore, obey the laws of r igh t 
living, which have been pointed out 
to us. 
Those who best control them-
selves can best serve their teachers 
and fellowmen in g e n e r a l . We 
should control our tongue and not 
allow i t to speak mean, vulgar , or 
profane words . Think twice before 
we speak; tell the t ru th and noth-
ing but the t r u t h about everything. 
We should control our temper, and 
should not get ang ry when people 
or things displease us. Even when 
indignant because of wrong t r ea t -
ment and contradictory falsehoods, 
we should keep our self-control. 
We should control our thoughts 
and should not allow a foolish wish 
to spoil our wise purpose. We 
should control our actions and be 
careful, thr i f ty , and always insist 
on doing r ight . Do no t ridicule or 
defile the charac ter of others , for 
they have the i r own charac ters to 
mold. We should keep our self-re-
spect for others as well as for our-
selves. 
J E T H R O J. DOVAVTJ; 
We Young People 
" W h a t is this generat ion coming 
t o ? " How often we hear this said 
about ourselves. After a while ' t 
"ge t s under our sk in" because if 
people would only stop and think, 
we are not as bad af ter all. Th;= 
reputa t ion h a s been falsely brought 
(Continued on P a g e 5) 
Perseverance Wi th 
Moral Victory 
During the present school year, 
most of us, a t one time or another, 
experience tha t low and dejected 
feeling tha t appears so intermit-
tent ly in the college careers of 
thousands of American s tudents . 
These periods of despondency seem 
to be evident when one or more 
studies appear to be jus t too diffi-
cult for our seemingly overworked 
minds to grasp . 
The indolent and "easy-going" 
type of s tudent will, upon the ap-
pearance of the symptoms of this 
dreaded sense of forthcoming de-
feat, th row his studies into an ob-
scure corner and shroud himself in 
the notorious "wha t ' s the u s e " at-
t i tude. This s tudent will find h im-
self, as he continues his studies, 
slipping into the r anks of u l t imate 
failure. As he succumbs to these de-
pressed intervals , he will discover 
tha t they will appear more and 
more frequently. As he enters his 
senior year and sees graduat ion ap-
proaching relentlessly, he will sud-
denly awaken from the s tupor of his 
lazy, unconcerned a t t i tude . Deter-
mined to be among the g radua tes , 
he will work a t a geared-up pace 
in a final, hopeless effort to make 
up the credit t ha t he has lost ear l ier 
in his college course. In all proba-
bility, these t a rdy efforts will be of 
no avail, and the s tudent will have 
to face inevitable disappointment . 
He will discover t h a t i t is too late 
to escape the b i t t e r fa te of being 
compelled to a t tend an addit ;onal 
qua r t e r or so in order to gain tbe 
recognition of having successfuHv 
completed his required hours enabl-
ing him to be eligible to receive his 
Bachelor 's Degree. 
On the other hand, the determin-
ed persever ing scholar will a t tack 
his troublesome studies with fresh 
and resolute energy. He unlike tbe 
vacil lat ing student, will finally con-
quer these periods of despondency. 
Losing himself in his work, he will 
find no t ime to experience any more 
of these moods of depression and 
will discover- himself developing a 
friendly a t t i tude toward the once 
foreign and difficult subjects. Even 
though a t examination t ime he does 
not receive high grades , he will still 
possess a feeling of complete moral 
victory. When commencement ex-
ercises appear for this student, he 
(Continued on P a g e 8) 
We Need An 
Everyday Religion 
In every brea th , thought , act and 
deed we ought to glorify God by 
feeling His presence in everything 
we do. God is the all-in-all and we 
ought to invoke His grace in all of 
our everyday acts . 
One cannot be so much of a 
Christian on Sunday t h a t they can 
afford to be a worlding all the res t 
of the week. If a s t eamer puts out 
for Southampton and should s team 
one day in tha t direction and the 
other six days in o ther directions, 
how long would it be before the 
s teamer reached its des t ina t ion? I 
would say it would never ge t there. 
And though we m a y seem to be 
voyaging heavenward dur ing the 
following six days of the week, we 
are going toward the world, and 
toward the flesh and toward the 
devil, how long will it t ake us to 
reach the peaceful h a r b o r of hea-
ven ? We cannot eat so much a t the 
Sabbath banquet t h a t we can afford 
religious abstinence in the other 
six days. '1" 
Heroism and princely behavior 
on great occasions are no apologies 
for lack of r i g h t demeanor in cir-
cumstances insignificant and incon-
spicuous. The genuine Christian 
life is not spasmodic: it does not 
go by fits and s t a r t s . I t toils on 
through heat and declivities; i ts 
e^es on the ever las t ing hills crown-
ed with the castles of the blessed. 
The world needs an everyday 
religion t h a t will thril l man con-
t inuously with hope, courage and. 
optimism. Man, to become as one 
with God. must brea the the Holv 
Breath of God and do every little 
act and every big act to glorify 
God. With the grace of God in our 
hear t s , we will be kind and gentle. 
cheerful and helpful in every little 
th ing we do. Tha t is the way to have 
an Everyday Religion. 
Religion makes one glad and joy-
ful, not sad and mournful. Religion 
puts energy and vitali ty, health, 
s t rength and power into a man. 
Anyone who mourns and groans , 
pines and whines, and is sad and 
blue and m u r m u r s and complains, 
is not religious. 
Religion pu t into our daily life 
jus t for a week would make this 
world a paradise . I t can be pu t in 
our daily life and it is not a dream. 
I t may slowly come but surely. If 
religion is pu t in our daily lives, 
it would eventually close e v e r y 
poorhouse, prison, insane asylum, 
hospital, and houses of i l l-repute. 
Recognize and honor and glorify 
your God. Without his Holy Brea th 
we could not exist one second. They, 
we, you nor I will never have peace 
or happiness unti l we real ize reli-
gion — until we live the Christ-
life, and are as one with God. 
Ask yourself this question, do I 
have all tbe qualifications t h a t tend 
to make up an Everyday Religion? 
E V E L Y N B R U E L L , '42 
Satisfaction 
Is Subjective 
All men str ive to secure satisfac-
tion through the performance of 
activities under the control of their 
ideals. This is the g r e a t formal ob-
jective of life and as such deter-
mines the aim of education. F o r 
education is the social agency which 
t ra ins youth so t h a t it may secure 
satisfaction t h r o u g h activities 
which are governed by the ideals 
t h a t society th inks are valuable. 
This s t a t emen t resolves itself into 
three concepts: satisfaction, ideals 
and activit ies. 
Satisfaction is psychological in 
the sense t h a t it is the t a g which 
we place upon successful activity. 
If the act ivi ty is satisfying, then 
so fa r as the individual is concerned 
(Continued on Page 7) 
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Sportometer 
By WM. CHILDS 
The A. and T. big five did a very 
quiet fade-out after taking trruno-
ings from the N. C. State EaHes 
and the Smith Bulls—We doff our 
hats to the mighty Sam Roan who 
has given his best for a grand old 
Alma Mater and who represented 
A. and T. in the All-Star game in 
which only the best are recogn;3ed 
"Ghost" Coles, A. and T.'s '40 co-
captain, also sang to a bruT'snt 
career of pill dropping on his Alma 
Mater's hardwood — We'll really 
miss them — Enter a promising 
baseball and softball season with 
intermural baseball returning in 
full glory — Getting back into old 
form are "Bus" Banner, "Big City" 
Green, Wm. Hill, Hubert Gaskins, 
"Lefty" Evans and other b;g time 
baseball vets have been down 
knocking the old apple around— 
Coach Bernard has urged all fel-
lows interested to come and a brill-
iant season seems inevitable — 
A. and T. tracksters have started 
their training—The girls' inter-
mural basketball and volleyball 
games drew quite an unexpected 
crowd—Sophomores won — Tennis 
enthusiasts are tightening up their 
racket strings and the courts are 
being rolled out—Rumors are that 
intermural tennis is on the way 
here—Coach Rollie Bernard is also 
taking the A. and T. intercollegiate 
tennis defenders under his wings -
Well, here's to bigger and bettor 
sports during the lazy season—For 
real thrills be sure to see Professor 
Porter on the baseball diamond 
and Professors Lawson, Bowling. 
Green and others on the tennis 
courts. 
N. I D . A. Festival 
Held At A. b T. 
Plays of social significance dom-
inated the tenth annual Negro 
Inter-Collegiate Dramatic Festival 
held this year at A. and T. College, 
Greensboro, N. C, April 5 and 6, 
in the Richai-d B. Harrison Audi-
torium. 
The opening night found a brill-
iant first night's audience to re-
ceive the offerings of Shaw play-
ers. "Open House," bewailing the 
evils of relief for evictors while 
Grapes of Wrath like Mrs. Jerni-
gan tries to hold her head high and 
keep her invalid husband, adoles-
"ent Savannah and John Edward 
from succumbing to the disinter-
grating influence of the present 
economic struggle. Getting off to 
a slow start, due possibly to ner-
vousness, being the first play on 
the program, most of the begin-
ning was lost to the audience. But 
when the idea that these poor peo-
ple had been thrown out of their 
(Continued on Page 6) 
JUVENILE 
DELINQUENCY 
Frosh Mind Wonders 
As I sit by my window and gaze 
at the beautiful scenes of nature, it 
causes my mind to wonder. When 
I am in deep dream my eyes open, 
my mind traveling, wondering and 
wishing. It travels until it finds a 
beautiful sunshiny day where all 
the lovely sights of nature are 
found. The grass is green, the 
sunshine is bright, warm and lazy. 
The world seems to be in a mist of 
gleam. The birds are singing lovely 
songs that tell the story of how 
they love the gifts of nature. Then 
I wonder if I am loved by anyone 
like that; a frightened soft voice 
answers, "No." With that my mind 
is not satisfied, it wonder further. 
Then I hear a voice say, "Yes! Your 
mother loves you." While my mind 
is still on its wonders, I start wish-
ing I was a bird so I could fly-
around and not be hampered by 
nature. Before my thoughts can 
really get together, I find my mind 
wondering in different atmospheres 
and surroundings. It is a dark, 
dreary, moisty, ugly cave. What 
could live there? Nothing! But 
something did — worms, frogs, 
snakes, grass, and even flowers. 
For a moment I had no mind. As 
it came back I saw in that fright-
ful cave, insects that seem to laugh 
at the sights of nature. My mind 
passed between the lovely scenes 
of nature and the dreadful ones. I 
wonder if it is still the lovely na-
ture. The answer soon comes in a 
laughing voice:—"Yes!" The same 
beautiful scenes of nature in a 
wondering mind. 
Mankie Blackmore, '43. 
A Capella Choir 
The A. and T. A Capella choir, 
one of the high achievements in 
jnsemble work among college 
groups in America, began its an-
lual northern tour Monday, April 
3, with the first concert at Raleigh, 
N. C. on that date. Warner Lawson, 
well-known concert pianist and 
choral conductor, is director of the 
college choral organizations. 
The tour extended through April 
16, concluding with a concert in the 
nation's capital under the spon-
sorship of the Association for the 
Development of American Music. 
This concert was given at Asbury 
M. C. Church. Other states included 
in the tour were Pennsylvania, Con-
necticut, New York, Delaware, and 
Maryland. 
The group consists of thirtv 
members, eighteen of whom are 
natives of North Carolina, three 
from Connecticut, four from Vir-
ginia, one from Maryland, two from 
Delaware, one from Indiana, one 
from Georgia, and one from >'"•"-
York. 
The complete itinerary follows: 
April 8 — Raleigh, appearance at 
Music Festival under the spon-
sorship of the Cooperating Council 
of Negro Youth in Memorial Audi-
torium; April 19, Ardmore. Pa.— 
Zion Baptist Church; April 10, Phil-
adelphia, Pa., McDowell Memorial 
Presbyterian Church; April 11. 
Stamford,.._ Conn., Jewish Center, 
under sponsorship of Negro Com-
munity Center Committee; April 
12. Mt. Vernon, N. Y., Grace Bap-
tist Church; April 14, Bridegville 
Del.. Mt. Calvary Baptist Church; 
April 15, Salisbury, Md., John Wes-
ley M. E. Church. 
The complete A. and T. A Cap-
ella roster is as follows: Christine 
Brown, Arlo Cooper, Helen Holt, 
Clarice Mathews, Grace Foy, Mar-
garet Tynes, John McClenton, Ches-
ter Bradley, Victor Tynes, and 
Llewellyn Harris, all of Greens-
boro, N. C. 
Marjorie Johnson, Lois McGhee, 
and Nelda Green of Stamford, Conn. 
Evelyn Bruell, Asheville; Lillian 
Dunbar. Columbia; Henry Noves, 
Wilmington; Eddie Williams, Ox-
ford; Frank McNeil. Clarkton; Wil-
liam Knight, Wilson; Clarence 
Reuger, Rocky Point; Charles Deal, 
Hickory; James Derr, accompanist, 
Hickory, N. C. 
Frances Clemmons. Baltimore, 
Md.; Elaine Holland, Earl Holland. 
Roanoke, Va.; Mary Pittman. Green 
Castle, Ind.; Weldon and Ov'ngton 
Waters, Bridgeville, Del.; Walter 
Scott, Portsmouth, Va.: William 
Dawson, Albany, Ga.: and Jessie 
Bagley, Durham, N. C. 
er 
Because of an increased recogni-
tion of the problems and needs of 
children and youth, this century 
has been called the century of the 
child. Probably in no field has the 
awakening to the needs of youth 
been more significant than in that 
of the treatment of behavior prob-
lems and delinquency. 
Many intelligent questions (far 
too many to enumerate) have been 
asked me, by College Sociology 
students in regard to Juvenile de-
linquency. In these few written 
words, I shall attempt to answer 
in narrative form some of these 
questions. 
In earlier times children when 
convicted of some offense, were 
treated in the same manner as 
adults. They were tried in the 
same courts, punished, and confined 
in the same prisons. The Juven-'le 
Court Act now holds that a youth 
under 16 years of age, or in some 
states, 18 years of age, is incap-
able of committing crime. His of-
fense against the group are con-
sidered delinquencies or behavior 
difficulties. In our state the juvenile 
court has jur-sdiction over children 
under 16 years of age. There is a 
new conception existing today, one, 
we are coming to recognize more 
and more and that is, that indi-
viduals differ from one another, 
that they are both the product and 
by-product of circumstances and 
conditions which surround them and 
over which they have little or "o 
control. Too, that to a great meas-
ure, the community is responsible 
for some of the conditions in which 
;n<5ividuals find themselves, anrt 
th*t these circumstances must b° 
taken into account if we are to 
deal substantial justice. For in-
stance we have come to see that 
while the law recognizes but one 
kind of age, the chronological, there 
are actually several kinds. If a bov 
was born IB years ago, he is 15 
years of age, yet he may be onlv 15 
years of age chronologically, and 
mentally or physically, much young-
er. Recently we brought hac\ from 
the Morrison Training School a bov 
who was chronologically 15 vears 
old but mentally 7 years. He was 
classified in the second grade. This 
boy was an attractive and healthv 
youngster but was a kleptomaniac, 
skilled and well versed in the art. 
Likewise we have come to recognize 
that there is such a thing as phv-
siological age. A bov coming Be-
fore our court may be chronologic-
ally 15. even mentally 15. but his 
bodv functions may be over de-
"eloned or underdeveloped. This 
condition frequently makes a dif-
ference in the behavior of individ-
uals, and 5s often responsible for 
some of the difficulty in which ado-
lescents find themselves. Again, 
and again it has been shown that if 
a child is delinquent it is because 
he has acquired his behavior pat-
terns from a disorganized home or 
neighborhood. 
This point of view with regard 
to responsibilitv for delinquency 
has led to the new emphasis in 
treatment, an emphasis upon un-
derstanding and correction rather 
than upon punishment. 
A delinquent child may be de-
fined as a child under 16 years of 
age who does not conform to the 
laws of society. It is not necessary 
for me to stress the need and value 
of the probation officer in the case 
of delinquents except to emphasize 
the concept introduced a few years 
ago that "the delinnuent was an 
individual to be reclaimed and that 
he had to be dealt with individualv 
through a controlled study of his 
personalitv from the point of view 
(Continued on Page 5) 
The great and foremost problem 
confronting the Negro youth of to-
day is that of choosing a vocation, 
when one is trying to decide as to 
the best vocation to follow, he 
should consider the personal char-
acteristics that are necessary for 
success in the kind of work he 
proposes to undertake. Some per-
sons, who may succeed will in very 
specialized callings, because farm-
ing calls for such versatile abilitv, 
that is, the farmer is a combination 
of a business man, a mechanic, nat-
uralist, and laborer. 
As far as individual security, the 
farmer is one not to be worried, he 
possesses the sacred right for which 
mankind has constantly struggled; 
a home, a livelihood and safeguard 
against misfortunes which cannot 
be el:minated in this man-made 
world of ours. 
In recent years the majority of 
young people who live on the farms 
have been secure within the walls 
of understanding to develop norm 
ally, while thousands of city reared 
boys and girls have left home and 
taken to open road in an effort to 
make a living. It is true the farm-
er's position is that of a producer 
of the world's most basic commodi-
ties. Th:s prevents him from ac-
cumulating vast sums of mone™. 
But today the man of money is not 
really the wealthy man. Life's 
truest niches are found in nature 
such as plants, animals and every-
thing that grows on the soil and not 
found in material possessions. The 
depression brought financial dis-
aster upon tbe farmers: the" i'"<v>-
now the real values of life are still 
sound and unshaken. Thev are in-
tangible values found in farm life 
that neither depression nor dis-
parity in prices can alter. In fact 
tbe richest man is he who lives the 
most complete life. 
No industry speaks greater op-
portunities for the living of a com-
plete and successful life than agri-
culture. The opportunity for de-
velopment on the farm is equally 
as great as any other service or 
industry. The farmer's success de-
pends entirely upon the degree of 
wisdom and skill he applies to his 
work. Agriculture demands for its 
successful pursuit, more initiative, 
resourcefulness, adaptability, and 
diversified knowledge than any 
other line of work. Farming is both 
an art and a profession for which 
an individual must devote his entire 
life of study and experiment before 
he can master the diversity and 
technical skill of farming. 
There is a feeling in all of us 
which attaches us to the soil. The 
sincere desire of every man is to 
own a piece of land which he can 
call his, where he can plant crops 
and grow livestocks and harvest 
whatever he may choose. He is 
among the things that grows, and 
takes a keen delight in watching 
crops and animals thrive, to draw 
hard breaths over the plow and 
hoe. these are the things which 
make man happy on the farm. 
Farmers are some of our best 
and useful and most valuable citi-
zens. Having a vital interest in 
everything which goes for the good 
of the nation they express the true 
American sentiments. The farmers 
have always furnished their share 
of leaders in industry, in science 
and furnishing their share of na-
tional life. The farmers' services 
to mankind is little appreciated by 
the American people, but let us be 
that deserve it; the cultivators of 
the soil are the primary producers 
of many of the necessities of life. 
Without food and clothing the en-
t :re civilization will fail. There-
fore, agriculture is the foundation 
to all the industries, and farm life 
is the backbone of all life. 
Hilbert R. Sessoms. 
Band Tours 
A. and T. College's famous con-
cert band began its tenth annual 
tour April 8. This year the A. and 
T. Collegians, the college orchestra, 
will travel with the band. Mr. Ber-
nard Lee Mason is conductor. 
Critics have called the A. and T. 
concert band one of the two best 
Negro college bands in the country. 
Boasting of fifty pieces and mem-
bers who have maintained excell-
ence in spite of the fact that col-
lege musical organizations must of 
necessity undergo p e r s o n n e l 
changes. 
The remarkable progress of the 
concert band has been made under 
the direction of Mr. Mason. Al-
though a concert violinist of the 
highest rank. Mr. Mason has de-
veloped a college musical unit of 
which any college could and should 
be proud. 
The A. and T. Collegians, pop-
ular orchestra making the tour with 
the concert band was organized bv 
Mr. Mason the beginning of this 
school year. Already it has bu;lt 
an enviable reputation for itself 
as one of the most popular orches-
tras in this section. 
The first concert on the tour 
was held Monday night, April 8. 
at Morganton and the tour was 
completed in Wilmington, N. C. 
with the appearance of the A. and 
T. Collegians at the annual dance 
of the Wilmington chapter of the 
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. 
The itinerary follows: April 9. 
Lenoir (11:30 A. M.) Shelby 
(night); April 10. Lincolnton. 
(11:30 A.M.) Gastonia (nighti: 
April 15, Sanford; April 16, Max-
ton (11:30 A.M.) Dunn (night); 
April 17, Raeford (11:30 A.M.). 
Elizabethtown (night); April 1$. 
Rockv Point (afternoon), White-
ville (night); April 19, Clarkton 
(11:30 A.M.), annual dance of 
Omegas at Wilmington (night). ! 
The band marches on! 
Introspection 
"The analysis of one's thoughts, 
desires, aims, ambitions and a criti-
cal attempt to understand one's self, 
may lead to a discovery or in others, 
to despair. I am of the opinion that 
in examining ourselves we can find 
a vision of new opportunities, new 
friends and how to build a better 
man and a better woman." 
Thus began a chapel talk given 
by Mr. F. A. Mayfield, of the de-
partment of architecture, that prov-
ed to be one of the most uninue 
given in our current series. Varying 
from the usual straight lecture, Mr. 
Mayfield enlivened his talk with a 
large poster showing a typical 
student examining himself on a 
microscopic stage with a long tube 
that enabled him to be the subject 
of the examination and the ex-
aminer. To further illustrate h ;s 
points and to give the results of 
freshmen, sophomore, junior, senior 
and faculty introspection. 
Using styles that varied from the 
immature letters that desginated 
freshmen to the classical Roman 
and the stately Gothic that speci-
fied the well developed seniors and 
refined faculty. 
Being a technician it was no 
mere chance that he chose to speak 
in technical terms. If engineers on 
(Continued on Page 7) 
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Etiquette for Everyday 
Our everyday contacts involve 
certain attitudes and manners that 
are worth noting and checking on. 
We may begin in the classroom 
for this check-up. Do we laugh at 
the mistakes of others while they 
are reciting or reading? After all 
everyone makes mistakes, but he 
should be guided sympathetically 
instead of being ridiculed. While 
the teacher or a pupil has the 
floor, are we quiet and attentive? 
Outside the classroom, the audi-
'torium for example, do we respect 
the rights of others? Upon .enter-
ing the auditorium, a reverent 
feeling which lasts throughout the 
service, should overcome the in-
dividual. By no means should there 
be talking while a musical pre-
lude or postlude is being played. 
A person should always be assur-
ed that he is speaking to or per-




Dear Mother, your son is thinking 
of you, 
And praying for you each night. 
Oh Mother, you may be unhappy 
and blue, 
But cheer up, and let your face be 
bright. 
2 
My Mother, your dear son loves 
you, 
And loves you more and more each 
day. 
Dea-r **-«..-••• a r g v o u u n n a p p y and 
blue, 
Because your hair is turning gray ? 
3 
Oh, Mother don't worry about a 
thing, 
You've lived and done your part. 
You-ve smiled and continued to 
sing, 
Though you've had a broken heart. 
4 
Mother-of-mine, my dear mother. 
Soon you'll have a birthday. 
I hope you'll have many others 
So you can see the time pass away. 
5 
Mother, some eighteen years ago, 
I was your son of three. 
I didn't know you loved someone 
so, 
And I didn't know how you loved 
me. 
6 
Today, now that I am a man, 
I look back on the years and smile. 
I know you loved me as a mother 
can, 
But then I was only an innocent 
child. 
7 
Mother, you'll soon get your re-
ward, 
Then you may stop your work and 
rest. 
I know you've saved and labored 
hard, 
And have done for me your best. 
8 
Dear Mother, you're my best friend, 
Faithful, trustful, and true. 
I'll love you until the end, 
And always think of you. 
9 
Dear Mother, your son is thinking 
of you, 
And praying for you each night. 
Oh Mother, you may be unhappy 
and blue, 
But cheer up, and let your face 
be bright. 
10 
Dear Mother, you've smiled and 
continued to sing 
Though you've had a broken heart. 
Oh Mother, don't worry about a 
thing, 
You've lived and done your part. 
JAMES W. KLUTTZ, '40 
MITCHELL IS 
PROMOTED 
Mr. John W. Mitchell, newly ap-
pointed state agent in charge of 
Negro extension work, is to be high-
ly congratulated for the recent ap-
pointment he received. Mr. Mit-
chell is a former district agent, 
having maintained officers at A. 
& T. College. He is a native of 
North Carolina and received his 
elementary training at Fayette-
ville, N. C, the adopted home of 
his parents. He is a graduate of 
Fayetteville State Normal School; 
received the B. S. degree in Agri-
culture from A. & T., and the M. 
A. degree with a major in soci-
ologv. from Central University. 
For six "years Mr. M it c h e 11 
taught at the Fayetteville Normal 
School, five years of which he was 
assistant principal to the late Dr. 
E. E. Smith. For the past 22 years, 
he has been employed as Coopera-
tive Extension Agent, ten years 
of which serving in the capacity 
of State Supervising Agent, which 
he now holds. 
Mr. Mitchell is a member of the 
Interracial Commission; the Exe-
cutive Committee on Negro Affairs 
of North Carolina, and Secretary, 
State Negro Council of Adult Edu-
cation. He has been the recipient 
of many commissions from the last 
three governors of North Carolina 
as well as having appeared on 
such programs as the Southern 
Regional Institute held at the Uni-
versity of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill, and the lecture — seminar 
conference held under the auspices 
of the University of North Caro-
lina, also church conferences and 
conventions of national scope. 
Mr. Mitchell has the distinction 
of being listed in the fourth edi-
tion of "Rus" Who Is Who in Agri-
culture and the fifth edition of 
Who is Who in Colored America. 
Correct Dress For Men 
Sorry, men, but this past Easter 
you weren't able to follow that 
urge to doll up in a lightweight, 
'ight-colored Spring outfit. T h e 
Mar:h winds and snow kept you 
to your winter overcoat, no doubt, 
and the only way you could have 
made an Easter sartorial gesture 
was to wear, say, a new hat, a new 
shirt and tie with your w i n t e r 
suit, and a new pair of shoes. 
Easter at its latest was too soon 
for those white shoes and that 
pastel colored garbardine suit for 
one's best bib and tucker but the 
outfit should have been in keeping 
with the weather, or its glory 
would have been misplaced. 
It seems that from this weather 
we will have to continue wearing 
our winter suits until later on. 
Suggestions for spring outfits 
will be given in the next issue of 
the Register. 





What Shall I Wear? 
School girls, more than any other 
group, judge people by their ap-
pearance. At school I know that 
every one wants to wear clothes 
that are becoming and in good 
taste. Many girls know instinctive-
ly which clothes are right and 
which are not. Since spring is here 
and winter clothes are being put 
aside I have a few suggestions to 
make. 
This spring a few pastel shade 
skirts, blouses, sweaters, etc., will 
be the correct thing to wear. Of 
course, you will need a light jacket 
or coat at times. Your tailor-made 
suit with an attractive blouse will 
be stunning and very collegiate. 
Socks are becoming to those who 
are about medium size. Saddle ox-
fords and 'hurrachas' are appro-
priate foot wear. A couple of print 
dresses or linens are always de-
sirable for warmer days. The dres-
ses should be plain, casual, and 
carefree. They must be comfort-
able, too, the kind a girl can put 
on and forget about. I hope these 
few suggestions will be helpful. 
ANNABELLE MATTHEWS, '40 




Our hands were clasped that last 
night, 
The rippling breezes swept through 
your hair; 
I loved you, yes, with all my might, 
But you seemed not to even care; 
I even tried to sing a tune, 
To me you were that spark of 
power 
Beneath that gorgeous y e l l o w 
moon, 
A rose, an orchid—a sort of flower. 
Home-work, that terrible w o r d 
arose, 
A term-paper due that next day; 
"Good night," you whispered in 
perfect prose, 
"Just an illusion washed away." 
W. B. R. Y. 
Nosey Susie 
Well, Well, Spring is here and 
everything is in full swing. For 
all those who left for the Easter 
holidays missed something. 
It looks like Inez Bogar doesn't 
know who she wants between the 
two men. King vs. Hargraves. 
Who'll win the match ! ! ! 
What was A. L. doing over to 
Bennett especially when he told 
Doris he was going to Reidsville. 
Some smooth I'll say. While on the 
subject of Bennett. Brewington had 
better stay home too. 
"Red" Rogers seems to have her 
hook set out for Jackie. They really 
look nice together. 
I see Dora and Eddie are in full 
swing now. 
I heard Mamma and Daddy flew 
in from Philadelphia two days late. 
They are inseparable; those two. 
Marjorie J. ditched Buster. It 
seems that they, L. G., A. M. and 
N. G., have let the N. J. boys rest 
for awhile. I know they feel good. 
I don't know what dawned on 
Gladys B. for she seems to be more 
true to Jimmie than she has any 
other fellow since Davenport. 
Dolores D. is back in town. 
Jennie R. and Bob have finally 
called it a two some. 
Nobody knows who Scottie really 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Mr. J. W. Jeffries recently re-
ceived a very notable promotion in 
being appointed to the position va-
cated by Mr. J. W. Mitchell. Mr. 
Jeffries, has been appointed Dis-
trict Agent in Charge of Negro 
extension work. He took over his 
duties April 1. 
The career of Mr. Jeffries has 
been a striking one. He was ap-
pointed Negro county agent of 
Alamance County in 1922 and two 
years later was awarded a gold 
medal for the best year's work by 
any local agent. In 1927 another 
similar distinction was won by Mr. 
Jeffries. Being needed on the home 
farm Mr. Jeffries was unable to 
complete his work here at A. & T. 
College, but returned to college in 
1938. 
It has been clearly shown that 
Mr. Jeffries is a keen student of 
farming affairs during his 18 years 
of extension work. It is felt by 
leading citizens of the state that 
his is a well deserved promotion. 
The expectation of those who 
know Mr. Jeffries is that he will 
be very successful in his new posi-
tion. A. & T. College feels honor-
ed to have had a share in the 
training of such a person. In the 
March edition of Extension Farm-
News published by the Agricultural 
Hixlension Service of the North 
Carolina State College of Agricul-
ture and Engineering it is said 
that the appointment of Mr. Jef-
fries has met with approval by 
all who know him. 
Europe's Bad Boy 
Everyone knows that the bad 
boy of Europe is Adolph Hitler. He 
is tough and causing Great Britain 
and France a great deal of trou-
ble. Not only is he tough but he 
is a person of no character, with-
out principle and with no sense of 
honor. Not only that, he is a mad-
man. He will not listen to reason. 
Time was at the Versailles Peace 
Conference when the United States 
sent Woodrow Wilson to Europe 
with the 'fourteen points' and the 
'four basic peace principles' tuck-
ed neatly under his arm. The United 
States at the time thought that 
the British and French were sin-
cere when they asked him to loosen 
his purse strings and help with a 
little cash. Naturally, having given 
European nations billions of dol-
lars worth of arms, ammunition, 
and food supplies, and having sa-
crificed our manhood, the United 
States felt that Wilson would be 
heard at the peace conference. Lit-
tle did he do with France, who had 
been mad at Germany since 1871. 
Little did he do with John Bull, 
whose selfishness would do any-
thing to keep British supremacy 
in Europe. 
Poor little Wilson, Uncle Sam's 
precious child, really had some-
thing. His 'four basic peace plans' 
brought hostilities to an end, but 
France, being like a savage, disre-
garded the 'principles' and the 
'points' of Wilson and started to 
tear Germany apart. 
The Evening Star 
I 
I saw the stars away up high. 
They all were shining brightly 
Against the background of blue sky 
A scene that comes out nightly, 
2 
One little star so close and clear 
Seemed almost to be speaking. 
I took a step; the star drew near, 
With star beams onward streak-
ing. 
3 
"Oh, little star, why can you light 
Far brighter than the rest? 
Are they just here to help you light 
Because you are the best?" 
4 
"I am the evening star, my dear, 
With my own task to do. 
I keep the day when night is near, 
From dark when the sun is 
through. 
5 
Won't you come up and help us 
shine, 
To keep the world in light? 
Each has a work that's sure and 
fine — 
Each makes us all seem bright." 
MARY I. JOHNSON, '42 
However, he was stopped by 
John Bull, who thought that France 
was grabbing too much so he told 
the little bad fox, Lloyd George, 
to step in and grab too. The two 
together then covered up the map 
of Europe at the expense of the 
German people. The unfair and 
unjust treatment of the German 
government is known by all think-
ing people and none sees the good 
of the Versailles Treaty; it only 
brought a poor reflection on Bri-
tain and France. Surely both knew 
that it made lasting peace impos-
sible. 
Bad Boy Adolf is at present a 
spoiled child, but may it ever be 
remembered that he is Europe's 
child and not ours. No person feels 
that we have any right to help 
England and France to restore 
what is called democracy in Europe 
when we N e g r o e s are mobbed 
and lynched right here in Ameri-
ca. Let Europe train her bad boy 
to be a good boy, for we have a 
plenty to do here in these United 
States. Back in 1917 everybody 
was singing, 
Over there, over there, 
Send the word, send the word, 
Over there 
We'll be over, we're coming over, 
And we won't be back till 
Its over, over there. 
So we went over there in 1917. 
But in 1940 we learn that it isn' 
over, over there. So, what are we 
going to do about over there? 
There is no point in trying to 
save our face now by helping 
France and England again. Let the 
countries in Europe jump, jitter-
bug, and jive all they want, be-
cause; 
Life at its best is a troubled sea; 
Peace is strange to you and me ' 
We owe to those of yesterday 
A debt that war will never pay 
The spirit of peace stands at our 
door 
Her ships drop anchor at every 
shore 
But the devil of war and hate 
Has closed our heart's peaceful 
gate. 
CHARLES HOPKINS, '43 
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^S^TD Technology Items QS^& 
ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERING 
In the article last month con-
cerning the opportunities of Ne-
groes in electrical engineering, the 
success and progress of the grad-
uates of A. & T. College were used 
as a means of showing the oppor-
tunities. Due to the information 
available at that time, only a few 
graduates were mentioned. In view 
of this fact there were many read-
ers who took for granted that the 
graduates mentioned were all that 
have graduated in electrical engi-
neering. Due to recently received 
information, the writer has prepar-
ed this article as a continuation of 
the one last month. 
In the year 1935 there were four 
graduates from the department 
of Mechanic Arts in electrical en-
gineering. Immediately after grad-
uation, two of the graduates en-
gaged in a business in Greensboro 
doing radio and electrical servicing. 
one of the graduates resorted to 
the teaching profession, having as 
a side line radio and electrical ser-
vicing. The other graduate was em-
ployed by an Electrical Servicing 
Co. in Washington, D. C. 
There were two graduates with 
the class of '37. One of these grad-
uates has been professor of mathe-
matics in an eastern Carol;na high 
school, having as a side line radio 
and sound servicing. The other 
graduate resorted to teaching and 
directing athletics. The class of '37 
carried with it the last graduates 
of electrical engineering. At the 
close of the fall quarter there was 
one more student to complete this 
course and will be a member of the 
class of '40. 
It might be well to release some 
of the information concerning Ne-
gro electricians who are not grad-
uates of A. & T. College. In Rock-
ingham, Wilson, and Durham, N. 
C, there are three Negro electri-
cal engineering contractors. Inci-
dentally, the one in Wilson is a 
former graduate of the Science 
department of A. & T. College, 
who took the advantage of a splen-
did opportunity in a good field. In 
Kings Mountain, N. C, there is 
one prosperous electrician w h o 
was a recent graduate of Tuskegee 
Institute, Tuskegee, Ala. 
From the contents of this article 
the writer wishes to encourage 
the students of electrical engineer-
ing to continue their work and 
realize there is success ahead in 
'his fine field. 
and a social affair. Look to hear 
inrl see the club in action the rest 
of the year. 
GORDON GRADY, '40 
Mathematics and Physics 
Club Formed 
The initial meeting of the Math-
ematics-Physics Club was held in 
Room 205 of the Alexander Gra-
ham building on April 12 at 7:3.0 
P. M. The main purpose of this 
meeting was to elect a chairman, a 
supervisor of programs, and other 
necessary officers. All interested 
students and faculty members were 
invited. The club is being sponsor-
ed by Dr. H. M. Thaxton, head of 
bhe physics department of A. & T. 
College. 
Under the supervision of the.'r 
adviser, Dr. H. M. Thaxton, four 
students of the college are busily 
engaged in the mathematical com-
outations of Eta, Beta, Rho, et. The 
students, Miss Alberta Whitsett, 
Mr. Samuel Coles, Mr. William 
Privett, and Mr. Daniel Leather-
berry, are laboring over an approxi-
mate solution of differential equa-
tions with higher order singulari-
ties. This data will probably be 
sent to the Physical Review Maga-
zine when it has been put in pro-
per form. 
that would let ultra violet rays 
pass and wouldn't break and tooth 
brushes made of common coal, air, 
water and wood. 
Impossible you say? Well you 
should have been there to see what 
we saw. The secret lies in the fact 
that we were seeing some of the 
products of electrical and chemi-
cal research demonstrating some 
of the uses of the electric eye or 
photo-electrical cell, now being 
used commercially in opening doors 
and taking the sound off the sound 
tracks of talking pictures and the 
new industrial products of chemis-
try — themoplastic, fiber glass, 
cellulose and skimmed goat's and 
cow's milk. 
Fifty years from now when we 
are wearing skimmed milk suits 
and glass dresses (literally a walk-
ing glass of milk), and talking with 
a beam of light seated in a glass 
chair with cold light to read talk-
ing books that come from a cen-
tralized light plant; we will look 
back at the savages of 1940 and 
say, "My, my, how could they bear 
to be without the things we have?" 
We are only beginning to start 
real progress and find the better 
thing through research. 
LEON E. BAILEY 
THE ELECTRICAL CLUB 
The beginning of the w i n t e r 
quarter, a fine and enthusiastic 
spirit seemed to be existing among 
the members of the electrical club. 
At a meeting for the re-organiza-
tion of the club under the direction 
of the former president, the follow-
ing officers were elected: 
Jesse Hopkins, president 
Harold Tate, secretary 
Howard Daniels, asst. sec. 
William Hill, treasurer 
Harold Hayes, chairman of 
the program committee 
Other members of the club are 
as follows: Robert Davis, Levi Lee, 
R. Nichols, A. Norman, Charles 
Washington, Edward McNair, and 
William Green, freshmen; Howard 
Daniels, H. Tate, Graham Smith, 
Jesse Bagley, William Hill, Clar-
ence Bonds, John Bright, and Reu-
ben Sharpe, sophomores; Harold 
Hayes, Haywood Webb, and Jesse 
Hopkins, juniors; and Gordon Gra-
dy, senior. 
The club has planned many in-
teresting programs for the re-
mainder of the year. Included are 
chapel program, technical tour, 
Choir Scores Great 
Success On Tour 
The A. & T. College A Capella 
Choir recently completed a tour 
of the south which carried them to 
Concord, N. C, Rock Hill, S. C, 
Spartanburg, S. C, Union, S. C. 
Hickory, N. C, Bristol, Va., and 
Johnson City, Tenn. All of the 
ooncerts were well attended, the 
largest audience of both white 
and colored being in Bristol, Va. 
On Tuesday, March 19th, the 
choir gave a splendid concert at 
Va. Union University. The recep-
tion given the choir was one that 
will long be remembered by all of 
the choir members. Appearing also 
on this program were the South-
landers who were able to arrange 
a broadcast from station WRVA, 
Richmond, Va. 
Plans have already been com-
pleted for the annual northern 
tour of this noted choir. Concerts 
will be given in Raleigh, N. C, 
Ardmore, Pa., Philadelphia, Pa., 
Stamford, Conn., Mt. Vernon, N. Y., 
Bridgeville, Dela., Salisbury, Md., 
and Washington, D. C. 
After the concert at Va. Union 
University one of the students 
made the following s t a t e m e n t : 
"After the singing of "Go Down 
Moses" the roof of the auditorium 
began to shake like a leaf." 
It is hoped that the choir will 
continue to live up to the enviable 
reputation which it has achieved. 
EARL HOLLAND, '41 
Junior Class News 
The Junior Class met Tuesday 
evening, March 26, with the presi-
dent, Mr. Glenn Rankin, presiding. 
Many members were present, and 
business of vital importance was 
transacted. Mr. T. B. Jones, pro-
fessor of education, was present 
and gave some very important in-
formation. Mr. Jones has acted 
somewhat as advisor of the Junior 
Classes ever since he has been con-
nected with the institution. In his 
discussion, he pointed out certain 
things that Juniors must attain 
in order to be prepared to graduate. 
The Junior Class is not making its 
plans for the annual Junior-Senior 
Prom. The slogan of the class is 
"Work while it is day; night cometh 
when no man can work." 
tion, and colleges all over America 
are debating upon it. The latter 
part of April marks an interesting 
epoch for the Kappa Phi Kappa 
Forensic Society of A. & T. Col-
lege. The annual Tri-State debate 
between Virginia State College, 
S. C. State College, and A. & T. 
College will be held on April 18. 
A. & T. will debate Va. State 
here and J. Archie Hargraves and 
Miss Dolores Dunlap will uphold 
the^ affirmative side of the Tri-
State question, Resolved: That Ne-
groes Contribute Substantially to 
a Business and are Refused Em-
ployment, the Boycott Should be 
Used to Gain Such Employment. 
Mr. Glenn Rankin and Mr. William 
M. Gilmore will uphold the nega-
tive of the Tri-State question 
against S. C. State College. 
Other teams are: (Isolation) — 
affirmative, William M. Gilmore 
and J. Archie Hargraves; negative, 
Clinton Etheridge and John Craw-
ford; (woman's team) — negative, 
Elizabeth Spellman and S a r a h 
Miles. 
The debating society expects a 
full and fruitful season under the 
tutelage of Mr. H. R. Arnette, the 
coach of debate. Mr. B. N. Roberts 
is chairman of the debating com-
mittee. 
Jesse Bagley 
Wins First Prize 
From the role of " E m p e r o r 
Jones" to a comedian, Jesse Bagley 
was a highlight on the amateur 
program, sponsored by the Alpha 
Phi Alpha Fraternity on March 
2, 1940, with his interpretation of 
the poem "Broke," by Langston 
Hughes. Amid the thunder of ap-
plause, Mr. Bagley was awarded 
first prize. 
Miss Elaine Holland, in a smooth 
Ella Fitzgerald style, sang to Wal-
don Waters, "My Last Good-bye," 
which made them the recipients of 
the second prize. Mr. Bernard Bar-
no and his "hot trumpet" claimed 
the third prize. 
Others- appearing on the pro-
gram were: Marjorie Johnson, Mar-
garet Tynes, Evelyn Bruell, Bill 
Knight, soloists: Thelma Robin-
son, acrobatic stunts; Cecil Carey 
and Rosa Lee Sowell, Mamie AI-
ridge and Sherman Williamson, 
dance teams. 
Those who attended the program 
seemed to have enjoyed it and 
those who didn't missed a great 
deal of fun and entertainment. 
Previews of Progress 
If you were one of those who 
thought that there were no new 
worlds to conquer, who believed 
that science and industry had done 
all they could to make this a bet-
ter world in which to live and all 
we had to do was to live in it; by 
now you know better, if you saw 
General Motor's traveling show of 
laboratory demonstration, " r r e -
views of Progress" presented in 
the Dudlev Auditorium April 2, 
at 3.50 P. M. 
A preview of tomorrows' pro-
gress is no mere catching phrase 
or misnomer; for before your eyes 
music was turned into a beam of 
light and transmitted across the 
stage without wires, soft wool-like 
yarn made from skimmed milk, 
glass light pipes that transmitted 
cold light around, corners, glass 
Y. W. C. A. 
The Y .W. C. A., under the leader-
ship of its president, Elsie Al-
bright, has gone far during the 
last two quarters with its program 
of conducting open forums and 
holding joint meetings with the 
Y. M. C. A. 
The organization closed its mem-
bership drive, which took in twenty-
five new members, with a dance. 
Most outstanding projects for 
the spring quarter are "The May 
Day Queen" and "The Mother and 
Daughter Banquet." 
May Day Exercise is sponsored 
annually by the Y. W. C. A. and 
the Physical Education Department 
during the first week of May. Votes 
are sold by young ladies competing 
for the coverted title of May 
Queen. 
Debating Season Open 
The first intercollegiate debate 
of the present school year was 
held with the Bluefield State Teach-
er's College of West Virginia. The 
question was: "Resolved: That the 
United States Should Maintain a: 
Policy of Strict Isolation (both 
military and economic) Toward all 
European Nations Engaged in Civil! 
or International Conflict Outside 
the Western Hemisphere." A. & 
T. College upheld the affirmative 
side of the question and Bluefield 
upheld the negative side. Mr. J. 
Archie Hargraves and Mr. Hay-
wood Banks spoke for A. & T. 
Miss Isabel Wilson and Mr. Silas 
Craft spoke for Bluefield. 
The question for the above de-
bate is the national college ques-
(Continued from Page 3) 
of his heredity, his home life, his 
environment, his physical condition, 
his' mentality and an appraisal of 
the causes influencing his behav-
ior." Assuming this concept to be 
true, the case-study method is con-
sidered the most valuable approach 
to the understanding of the delin-
quent. This method is the method 
used in our juvenile court. Space' 
will not permit me to give a de-
tailed description. We get the story 
of the. case by going into the child's 
home, studying his situation, and 
interpreting the elements of the 
environment, which may have a 
bearing on his delinquency. A psy-
chological study may reveal that 
the boy is of superior intelligence, 
or average, or that he falls in the 
dull normal, or the border line, or 
the moron group. 
After the background of the juve-
nile delinquent has been studied 
and the causes of his delinquencies 
have been determined, constructive 
steps are taken to help him to make 
a more proper adjustment to so-
ciety. Naturally, after the child has 
been under the supervision of the 
court for several months it is pos-
sible to have a much better un-
derstanding of the causes of his 
delinquency than at the outset. 
One of the Main Causes of 
Delinquency 
There are many factors in our 
modern society which cause delin-
quency among children. A major 
factor contributing to such delin-
quency in Greensboro is the broken 
home. In a recent study made by 
Mr. D. E. Proctor in which he an-
alyzed the cases of 1,190 delin-
quents who appeared before the 
Greensboro Juvenile Court over the 
first 10-year period of its existence 
certain predisposing factors were 
revealed. "It is becoming m o r e 
and more apparent that the critical 
point in juvenile delinquency is the 
family, and that both treatment 
and prevention must start with the 
family of the delinquent. Analysis 
of the facts in the records demon-
s t r a t e bevond anv shadow of doubt 
that the condition of the home of 
the delinquent is a very important 
element not only in causing delin-
quency but in hindering the treat-
ment of the delinquent. 63%, almost 
two-thirds of the delinquents come 
from broken or decidedly unsuit-
able homes. By broken home is 
meant either or both parents dead, 
divorced, separated, one or both 
parents in jail. By unsuitable is 
meant that one or both parents are 
drunkards, criminal, seriously im-
moral, or the home poverty strick-
en, etc. 
568 delinquents were followed up 
several years after their appear-
ance in the juvenile court to de-
termine whether they turned out 
good or bad—whether they had fur-
ther court records or bad reputa-
tions or were employed or had 
good reputations.* 
72%, almost % of those who 
turned out bad, had come from 
broken or unsuitable homes, while 
53 % of those who turned out well 
were from unbroken and suitable 
homes. These facts show that bad 
home conditions not only cause de-
linquency in the first place, but 
handicap treatment and lead to 
further crime. 
Analysis of Homes Among 
Known Follow-Up 
Among 90 colored cases turning 
out bad: 70 or 77.8 were from brok-
en and unsuitable homes. 
It seems peculiar that those who 
turned out worse in later years 
were not the ones who had com-
mitted the more serious offenses 6f 
assault and larceny, but those who 
were brought to court for offenses 
that clearly indicate a bad home 
situation or relationship. 
A normal home environment is 
the first prerequisite of normal 
child development. I believe that 
it is safe to say that as long as 
we have broken homes, we can ex-
pect to have some delinquency. It is 
impossible to remove all the causes 
of the broken home, but the condi-
tion could be relieved somewhat if 
we could reduce divorce, desertion, 
etc. If death breaks up the home, 
it is the responsibility of the com-
munity to see to it that the children 
are adequately cared for. 
Dr. Wiley Britton Sanders, Asso-
ciate Professor of Sociology at the 
University of North Carolina, said 
recently at a conference in High 
Point that "juvenile delinquents 
seldom come from a happy home." 
In conclusion may I quote these 
well known lines of Edwin Mark-
ham: 
"We are all blind until we see 
That, in the human plan 
Nothing is worth making 
If it does not make a man. 
Why build the nation glorious 
If the child unbuilded goes, 
In vain we build the city 
Unless the child also grows." 
W. H. Eberhardt,; '34. 
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Seventy-Nine Achieve Honor 
® 
During the winter quar te r 79 young men and women at ta ined 
honor by high scholarship. Of these, 23 made the " A " Honor Roll, 
while 56 made the " B " Honor Roll. Miss Elizabeth Amanda Bing-
ham, a special s tudent, led the s tudent body with a perfect score of 
"A." F rom the tabulat ions below it will be seen t h a t four s tudents 
made a perfect score of 3.00, which means a record of all A's for 
the quar te r . 
The Delta Sigma Sorori ty led the Greek le t te r organizat ions 
with an average of 1.92. 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority 1.12 
Kappa Alpha Psi F r a t e r n i t y 1.01 
Phi Beta Sigma F r a t e r n i t y 0.96 
Gamma Tau F r a t e r n i t y 0.83 
Name Home 
" A " HONOR ROLL 
Winter Quar ter , 1939-1940 
SENIOR CLASS 
Average 
Curtis , Mary E., Roanoke, Virginia 2.65 
Kennedy, Marga re t H., Asheville, North Carolina 2.63 
Gibbs, Marece Elizabeth, Greensboro, Nor th Carolina 3.00 
Whitset t , Alberta V., P i t t sburgh , Pennsylvania 3.00 
J U N I O R CLASS 
Gamble, Jessie D., Thomasville, Nor th Carolina 2.70 
Graves, Kermi t R., Ruffin, Nor th Carolina 2.50 
Holt, Helen L., Greensboro, Nor th Carolina..... 2.84 
Robinson, Lydia B., Norfolk, Virginia 2.74 
_ SOPHOMORE CLASS 
Derr , J ames E., Hickory, Nor th Carolina 2.93 
Johnson, Mary I., Greensboro, Nor th Carolina 2.74 
Por ter , Ellis H., St. Pe tersburg , Florida 3.00 
Ruffin, J ames A., Tarboro, Nor th Carolina 2.65 
Miles, Sarah Hester , Crisfield, Maryland _ 2.52 
Litt lejohn, Samuel G., Gaffney, South Carolina 2.60 
F R E S H M A N CLASS 
Bailey, Fred O., Greensboro, Nor th Carolina.. 2.55 
Blount, Alvin, Raleigh, North Carolina 2.69 
Ellison, Henry S., Greensboro, Nor th Carolina 2.88 
King, Brennan L., Seatt le, Washington 2.50 
Owens, Winfred V., Greensboro, Nor th Carolina. 2.50 
Webb, Burleigh C , Sedalia, Nor th Carolina 2.68 
Wyrick, Charles R., Greensboro, Nor th Carolina. 2.72 
_ SPECIAL S T U D E N T S 
Bingham, Elizabeth A., Talladega, Alabama 3.00 
Clemons, Frances S., Balt imore, Maryland 2 67 
RANKING S T U D E N T S 
Senior Class, Marece Elizabeth Gibbs. . . „ .. 3.00 
Senior Class, Alberta V. Whitse t t 3.00 
Junior Class, Helen L. Holt 2^84 
Sophomore Class, Ellis H. Po r t e r .ZZZZZ 3^00 
F re shman Class, Henry S. Ellison ZZZZZZ, 2^88 
Student Body, Elizabeth Amanda Bingham 3^00 
Miss Bingham earned more grade points dur ing this qua r t e r than any 




_ . , " B " HONOR ROLL 




Butler, Evelyn M ._ 2^13 
Drayne, Marion E. 2!o7 
Gilliam, Ka thryn 2.26 
Hargraves , J . Archie _ ' 2.48 
Har r i s , Henry Gilbert ._ 2^36 
Lewis, Needham A 2^00 
Martin, Lydia M _ _ _ _ _ J 2.31 
Nicholson, Fannie F 2 07 
Ponds, Johnny W 2.00 
Pr ivet t , William 2 14 
Smith, Raleigh B _ .ZZZZZ 2^04 
Washington, Robbin E. L ZZ.ZZZZZZZZZZ. 2.33 
J U N I O R CLASS 
Byrd, John Ed 2.23 
Ether idge, Clinton 2.11 
Holland, Jane G 2.44 
Matthews, Ella Clarice 2.00 
Murphy, Edward D. 2.2P 
Murfree, J ames M..._ 2.24 
Quick, Ear l S 2.00 
White, Bernice __. : 2.00 
Williams, Doris K 2.00 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
Alston, Ottis E 2.06 
Cooper, Paul J 2.0 r 
Curris , Willie E 2.0P 
Dickerson, Paul J 2.28 
Ferguson, William 2.13 
Fitz, Ornet ta J . 2.17 
Johnson, Louis R ...._,....,._, 2.00 
Lit t le, Abigail A. ] 2.0C 
Lowther, Avan t 2.3P 
McKay, Rosalie 2.0P 
Mebane, F ranc i s H . 2.07 
Oldham, Hazel P 2 . < > " 
Oldham, Wal te r _ 2.06 
Turner , Virginia L " 2 06 
Wall, Robert L. 2 J 3 
Watkins , Edna A 2.23 
Turner , Jennie Ru th ZZ..ZZZZZ. 2^06 
" B " Honor Roll (Cont.) 
F R E S H M A N CLASS 
Barno, Bernard Don 2 11 
Boyd, Ulysses T .~ ~" "" 2 41 
Byrd, Nora Elizabeth " ~~ ~ 2 20 
Dark, E rnes t Hamil ton '" 2 28 
Daught rey , Elizabeth I . . 2 15 
Gaskin, Huber t ' "" 2 '3p 
Hai th , John William __"__"" 2 2» 
Jones, J ames j . 2 25 
Lovell, J ames F P'OO 
McNair, Edward -ZZ^..^JZZ+ZZZZZZZZ 
Mebane, Loreno Y • 
Palmer , Hernando F.._. 
Sawyer, Broadus E .____"_" 
Sebastian, Edward P . ] _ " _ _ ! _ _ " 
Sumlar , Verna G 
Wilson, Donald E ZZZZZZZZZZZZ. 
Woods, James S 
Davis, Ann L. 










AVERAGES OF SORORITIES AND F R A T E R N I T I E S 
_ • Winter Quar ter , 1939-40 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority -i Q ? 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorori ty Z... " I"R7 
Alpha Phi Alphi F r a t e r n i t y . :...... "" 1 gn 
Omega Psi Phi F r a t e r n i t y . ......;... " 1 4 7 
Vocational Week 
(Continued from Page 1) 
at the extensive opportunit ies for 
Negroes in future years . 
The feature lecture of the week 
was given on Thursday night, 
March 28, by Geoge Schuyler, noted 
author and lecturer and a t present 
a member of the editorial staff of 
the P i t t sburgh Courier. Mr. Schuy-
ler spoke on "The Negro Job Fu-
tu re . " He emphasized the fact t h a t 
the Negro cannot solve his eco-
nomic problems alone but mus t of 
necessity support a planned econ-
omy in which he will r eap benefits 
with the res t of the working c las j 
The concluding address of the 
annual vocational observance was 
delivered by Dr. Joseph R. Houchin. 
act ing specialist on Negro Sta t i s -
tics of the Bureau of Census. Dr. 
Houchins spoke on "Opportuni t ies 
for Negro College Graduates ." 
Schuyler Speaks 
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sia and China are g rea t centers for 
industr ial products. With the use 
of modern machinery and cheap 
labor, the eastern world has be-
come the chief center of indus-
tr ia l ism. 
Jus t wha t can be done about the 
millions of unemployed in the 
United S ta tes? With 6,000 youths 
becoming of age each year, there 
is increasing competition for jobs. 
Mr. Schuyler named several solu-
tions to the problem, the f i rs t be-
ing a change in the political form 
of our government, a change in 
which commerce and indust ry are 
controlled by a centralized govern-
ment. The I tal ians would call such 
a plan Fascism, and the Russians, 
Communism. Such a plan offers a 
grea ter security to the masses . 
Through a consumers ' coopera-
tive, Mr. Schulyer believes t h a t 
consumption can be controlled. The 
main purpose of a consumers ' co-
operative is to serve the people, 
not to profit. I t is pr imar i ly in-
terested in giving them bet te r 
products for a smaller amount of 
money, and the more cooperative 
enterpr ises there are, the more 
employment there will be. 
The speaker proposed the estab-
l ishment of cooperative banks 
which will not only provide more 
employment, but keep the poor out 
of debt by lending them money. He 
also proposed an agr icul tura l asso-
ciation through which the excess 
numbers of Negroes in the cities 
will be placed on rich lands and 
made indenendent with the aid of 
money and guidance. 
Since a g rea t number of Negroes 
propose to teach, the leaders should 
t r y to increase the number of 
teaching jobs by f ight ing for equal-
ization of appropr ia t ions and sal-
aries. 
The Civil Service will provide 
many jobs, he said, if the Negro 
would make adequate use of the 
vote. He also advocated a finance 
corporation for the s t rengthening 
of Negro business. Other fields 
tha t one should be prepared for 
a re forestry, commercial a r t , men-
tal hygiene and dietetics. 
Dr, Thaxton 
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covery of many laws concerning 
the o p e r a t i o n s of microscopic 
ohysical phenomena. F rom the 
facts concerning the motion and 
activity of physical bodies have 
emanated, such laws as, the uni-
versal gravi ta t ion law of Newton; 
the coulomb law of electrostat ics; 
and many laws re la t ing and assim-
ilat ing the facts relat ive to speci-
fic branches of physics. The most 
essential quant i ty , however, in the 
formulation of any physical law is 
the accurate and precise knowledge 
of the physical fact involved. The 
efforts to embody these facts into 
one all encompassing theory, then 
law, re la t ing every phenomena un-
der one uniform s tandard for com-
parison has evolved many theories. 
With the help of the relat ivity 
theory, the Newtonian laws of 
physics were able to explain and 
correlate many of the propert ies 
of particle stat ics and dynamics in 
the macroscopic realm. However, 
the minute scrut iny of the mic-
roscopic real ; i e, involving par-
ticles whose radii are of the order 
of 10-10 centimeters compared to 
10 centimeters for the radius of the 
Sun, revealed deviations which 
were inexplicable on the Newton-
ian laws. This led to the introduc-
tion by Max Planck in 1900, of the 
so-called Quantum theory. This 
theory extended and formulated in 
more r igorous mathemat ics by 
Schrodinger, Heisenberg and Dirac 
has resulted in the unders tanding 
of many of the proper t ies of a to -
mic and molecular s t ruc ture . The 
study of the activity of part icles 
in space of 10-13 cent imeters in 
radius , however, reveal apparen t 
deviations which cannot be corre-
lated sufficiently well in the quan-
tum theory. W h a t is the law op-
era t ing in this space? W h a t par -
ticles exist he re? Wha t laws of 
force control their act ivi ty? W h a t 
energy is involved in the i r escape 
from this region? How this en-
e rgy can be uti l ized? W h a t is the 
limit to the validity of the success-
ful Quantum theory in this region ? 
a re a few of the many general ly 
in teres t ing questions which may be 
asked concerning this region of 
space. 
I t is known, for example, t ha t 
the Uran ium atom when bombard-
ed by neut rons releases an energy 
of approximate ly 175x10.6 electron 
volts or about 1-12-10 of the heat 
energy required to raise the tem-
pera tu re of one g ram of w a t e r one 
degree cent igrade. Thus a half of 
pound of u ran ium when bombard-
ed by neutrons could boil about 
4x10.5 tons of water . W h a t is the 
mechanism of this energy re lease? 
Wha t part icles a re released? Is en-
ergy conserved in the process? 
What mathemat ica l laws govern the 
process? W h a t a re the implica-
tions of this fact for knowledge? 
These and many other questions 
mus t be answered before the com-
plete unders tanding of this simple 
fact is obtained. 
Today the releasing of t ha t en-
e rgy is no longer the dream of a 
few dreamers , but an accomplished 
fact; in the smashing of a toms in 
Massachuset ts Ins t i tu te of Tech-
nology and Wisconsin's Van de 
Graff electrostat ic Genera tor and 
Olando Lawrence, Univers i ty of 
California's and other Cylotrons; 
the release of this energy is now 
possible. Only the more difficult 
feat of knocking the nucleus of the 
o l u m itself a p a r t to unlock the 
g rea tes t supply o f w o r i d e n e r g y 
remains . 
The less spectacular job of un-
ders tanding this energy release, of 
controlling it for man ' s benefit has 
fallen to the theoretical physicists-
Heisenberg, Dirac, Wiqner, Breit , 
Dr. Thaxton and others. 
This is the colossal t ask for 
which Dr. Thaxton has been busy-
ing himself wi th for the pas t few 
years . Armed with the resul ts of 
the exper iments of Herb, Kerst , 
Parkinson, Simon, Chadwick, Ruth-
erford, Tuve, Hafs tad and o the rs ; 
a slide rule, calculat ing machine, 
reams of paper, scores of pencils, 
one can find him day af ter day a t -
tempt ing to determine the n a t u r e 
of the forces between protons, neu-
t rons , electrons. How they act un-
der different conditions ? Do they 
a t t r ac t or repel each o ther? W h a t 
kinds of forces do we have when a 
negatively charged particle comes 
in contact with other similarly 
charged part ic le? What are the 
effects of angular momentum of 
the par t ic les? The resul t s of a 
large number of forces act ing up-
on each o ther? The effects of par -
ticles and the spin of the par t ic les 
about their own axis? To obtain 
force functions which agree with 
exper iments is secondary to wha t 
Dr. Thaxton is t ry ing to do. The 
p r imary objective being the under-
s tanding of microscopic processes. 
In his recent paper to the Phy-
sical Review, Vol. 57, No. 3, 246, 
Feb rua ry 1, 1940, on "Pro ton-pro-
ton and proton-Neutron In terac-
t ions for the Morse Potent ia l , " he 
made a significant contribution to 
the formulation of a mathemat ica l 
equation for the study of nuclear 
forces. In another paper published 
in a European-Dutch Journal , Phy-
sica, Vol. VI, No. 12, Dec. 1939, he 
collaborated with Professor Ed-
dington of Cambridge Univers i ty 
in a modification of the re la t iv is -
tic and quantum theory as applied 
to the nucleus. 
We, as Dr. Thaxton 's contem-
poraries, will not be able to judge 
his real wor th as a scientist, per-
haps, we lack the apnreciat ion of 
science. Let it not be said t h a t we 
did not recognize him as among 
those men who led the a t tack on 
one of the most impor tan t scien-
tific problems of the age. 
Leon Evere t t Bailey, '40. 
High Schools 
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government ownership and opera-
tion of ra i l roads . Jacksonville up-
held the aff i rmat ive side and Dud-
ley upheld the negat ive. The Ore-
gon plan was used in conducting 
the debate. Speakers for the Dud-
ley team were Andrew Johnson 
and Clarice Jones . Speakers for 
Jacksonville were Augus t ine Him-
bry and Niva Evere t t . 
Sixteen high schools par t ic ipated 
in the semi-finals which were held 
on an elimination basis . Both Dud-
ley t eams reached the finals but 
due to a rul ing of the league, one 
of the t eams had to forfeit to al-
low interscholastic competit ion. 
Mr. D. L. Boger and Mr. J. R. 
Davis coached the Dudley team. 
Miss Viola King coached the Jack-
sonville team. Pres ident Bluford 
presided and awarded the Dudley 
cup to the winner. The decision 
was rendered by Mr. B. N. Roberts , 
act ing chai rman of the Engl ish de-
pa r tmen t a t A. & T. College. Music 
was rendered by the Dudley High 
School glee club under the direc-
tion of Mrs. Nancy Arne t te . 
- I • J L ^ * A, 
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homes to make room for a family 
of reliefers by the agen t s of Na-
poleon R. Hicks, local political 
boss, the actors and the audience 
were toge the r for the f i rs t t ime. 
Lovie Cotten tr ied nobly to in-
still a sense of family pride and 
the dignity of work into two b ra t s 
whose education consisted in 
"knowing over 50 license numbers 
by hear t and want ing to know 
such big words as "civilization." 
Humorous was the effect of two 
self-righteous, competing, char i ty 
circle leaders, Wilhelmina Will iams 
and Ruth Lee, who took inventories 
of everything they gave away, 
while all Mother Je rn igan wanted 
w a s : "a job to work" to get her 
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family the things they wanted in 
the meantime; accepting the tragic 
death of her infant son, from an 
overdose of "Pain Killer" with calm 
air, spurning the offer to return 
to her homestead to save the face 
.of Hicks and relying on her hands 
to pull her through her troubles. 
To the court went Virginia State 
Guildsters to present Noel Hus-
ton's fatalistic "According to Law' 
lynch play. Starting off on a minor 
key with a discussion of the vic-
tim, Charlie Teague, who happened 
to be going to town the night of 
the incident on the only road leav-
ing the scene of the attack and I 
happening start running across 
the field just as a car came bear-
ing down on him with head lights 
glaring and motor wide open. 
Charlie, played by Charles Tibbs, 
threw a monkey wrench into the 
machinery of justice when he 
"wanted to plead guilty but ad-
mitted that "he didn't do it." 
Before a thug-like jury, compos-
ed of A. and T. football players, 
with alcoholic Ben Staggs defend-
ing what was left of lead filled 
old Charlie whose past crimes con-
sisted of having been jailed for 
stealing a pig when he was hun-
gry and admitting running off a 
little "corn" the night before, dry 
old Judge Henry Terry, played by 
James Carroll, and stately, un-
scrupulous Senator Lawrence play-
ed by Wilbur Watts, poor Charge 
was tried. 
Staggs staggered bravely through 
the trial with occasional nips of 
the ever present bottle to fortify 
or stimulate him in a one-sided 
case against his client and man-
aged to collect his fee to go out 
and get "Stinking Drunk" and' 
spend the remainder of the "$25.00" 
perched way up high with the 
acrobat at the circus watching all 
the animals below." 
From drunken" Staggs to Charles 
R. Kennedy's "The Terrible Meek" 
presented by the Howard Players 
was a jump from alcohol"to bloo^ 
tium realism to idealism in the 
anti-war play showing the con-
flict that went on in the mind of 
Army Captain Samuel Jackson, so 
he tried to solve the problem of 
personal morals as a servant of 
imperialism. Against a simple 
background with little action and 
the crucifixion theme, a m e e k 
sheep following soldier encounters 
his captain and the Mother of the 
Native Chief that they had shot 
at the scene of the shooting. The 
Mother, played by Ursula Plinton, 
came to grieve over her son and 
the Captain to free his soul. 
Soldier Richard Wells, finding 
the results of the Captain's soul 
searching "strange talk" and only 
knowing that his reason for doing 
his duty was that "duty was duty." 
leaves his captain to find out that 
it is very simple in the end, to re-
fuse to do the dirty work whether 
it be called empire building or just 
plain murder. 
To end the first night's offering 
e Hampton Players presented the 
1937 N. I. D. A. tournament winner 
given by Howard that year, Alice 
Holdship Ware's "Almighty Wind 
A-Blowing." This play struck the 
fancy of the audience from the 
first entrance of Hattie and Negro 
Sharecropper, Ben Nelson's old 
misery in his bones walk," played 
by Esther M. Jackson and Louis 
M. Thompson. 
The play dealt with the struggle 
of unionized sharecropper son Sam 
who had learned more in the chain 
gang than his parents understood 
or thought was good for him, to 
win his family over to the union. 
Not until Landlord Tobias Grim-
stead attempts to throw them off 
their farm and aided by white 
Sharecropper Blair, played by 
Robert Gosnell, who happened to 
come by to get some water and 
thank Hattie for befriending his 
wife and son, due to the Uncle 
Tom father and big hearted Hattie 
find it expedient to join the union. 
The physical struggle with the 
landlord, played by Leroy Gaillard, 
and Sam, played by William King-
ins, aided by Blair, proved to be 
one of the most laughable, with 
the old Ben in the background 
moaning "Lordy dis.ain't my way 
of settling things," that we have 
seen this year. 
Getting off to a quick start, the 
Morgan players presented Percival 
Wild's "The Finger of God" as an 
opener for the second night of the 
N. I. D. A. festival offerings. 
Emery Carter, who played Mr. 
Strickland, "the man who had been 
so good that others believing it 
too," effectively struggled with the 
•forces of good and evil. While his 
secretary, Lavina Banks, threw in 
an oar to keep the good ship Strick-
land from wrecking itself on moral 
rocks and sailing the narrow chan-
nel of honesty, when he attempts 
to run off with the money he had 
s t o l e n . 
From the moral psychology of 
"The Finger of God" to the ideol-
ogy of the Nazi regime in Lincoln 
University's "On the Border"; a 
tragic story of four men trapped 
underground during the construc-
tion of the German Border Fortifi-
cation of the Siegfried Line, was a 
great stride for actors not familar 
with German culture and more def-
initely Nazi culture. 
To get the feel of impending dis-
aster, the crackup of a Nazi co-
ordiator to understand his reason-
ing and the somewhat complacent 
air of the workmen facing death; 
whose outlook represents possibly 
what we in this country wish to 
accept as the true state of affairs 
of the German working class in 
the Reich, took a lot. 
Peter Nikl "On The Border" 
with its fine psychological. studies 
of Winkler, Martin, Hellmut and 
| Stefan, played respectively by John 
Thomas, Jon C. Tracey, William 
Richards and Roy Nichols, gave to 
its actors a" chance to do great 
characterizations and they did so 
fairly well. 
If the festival had given but 
one play, the choice of Cliff Odets' 
near great "Waiting For Lefty," 
with its frank communistic inter-
pretation of contemporary social 
problems through the testimonies 
of the members of a taxi cab union, 
would have been sufficient to give 
the players a sample of the pro-
fessions theatre in this series of 
socially significant plays. 
While swearing and cursing 
through several seemingly disjoint-
ed scenes whose sole unifying ele-
ment was a committee seated in 
the background, the Virginia Union 
Players first shocked with strong 
language, amused with love scenes 
and then stirred by revealing the 
corruption in industry and the 
medical profession, its audience. 
The audience received Cliff 
Odets' message but lost the full 
force of it in the shifting of the 
scenery that took too long. This 
Play was designed for presenta-
tion on a revolving stage. 
Plorrie and Sid's domestic squab-
ble ably interpreted by Barthrus 
Bailey and Lynwood Smith struck a 
responsive chord in the audience. 
The characters Fatt, Joe, and 
Edna; played by Clyde Dilliard, 
Clemenceau Giggins and A n n a 
Chmn were noteworthy. 
The "piece d'occasion" of the 
dramatic banquet following OdeFs' 
meaty work was our own Charles 
Green's original "Eternally United." 
Opening with a most spectacular 
and well lighted set, "a clearing in 
the forest." this scene evoked more 
ah's and oh's than any other set-
ting of the festival. 
The A. and T. Richard B. Har-
rison players supported by the Glee 
Club with its fine singing won 
and held the audience, through four 
scenes of romantic tragedy of Paul 
and Lucy by a skillful combination 
of music and drama of the "Porgy 
and Bess" style. 
The story was simple. A group 
of Negroes living together in a 
back woods community shut off 
from the rest of the world, and 
their simple life, through which 
runs the romance of Paul, of Em-
peror Jones' fame, Jessie Bagley, 
and Lucy, petite charming Marjorie 
Johnson. The community life is dis-
turbed by a white man, Harold 
Hayes, discovering Lucy in the 
woods. Paul rescues Lucy and 
strikes him down in the ensuing 
argument,, and drives Hayes away. 
The rascal, Tud, played by vet-
eran William Johnson, failing to win 
Paul and Lucy's confidence on the 
eve of his going to college "to learn 
how to make the overworked soil 
given more to his people," sneaks 
back to Lucy's home. 
During the struggle, Tud acci-
dently shoots Lucy. Lucy's brother. 
Edward Taylor, who on finding 
him strangles him. In a gory cli-
max Tud shoots Paul, and Lucy's 
brother shoots Tud. 
The final scene of Lucy and Paul 
united in death, brought an ovation 
from the audience as the clear 
voices of Marjorie and Jesse come 
floating out over the heads of 
preacher Earl Holland and his con-
gregation in the forest, to the audi-
ence. I feel that Jan Zeigler is 
doomed to play old Mammy parts 
from now on. 
Leon Bailey, Reporter. 
•gro 
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of the hour and produce year by 
year stronger men and women 
through healthier, wholesome liv-
ing. 
Dr. J. L. Cooper Speaks 
Speaking to the students during 
the regular Chapel program cele-
brating National Negro Health 
Week. Dr. J. Lindsay Cooper, di-
rector of Venereal Disease Program 
for Greensboro and Guilford Coun-
ty, took for his subject "The War 
on Syphilis." 
Said Dr. Cooper: "We are en-
gaged in a humanitarian war to 
fnTiqnar tho diccaae t h a t has been 
destroying the Race. Fighting for 
freedom from sickness and sor-
row, fighting an enemy that preys 
on women and children, leaving 
nothing but sorrow and death." 
Speaking of the traditional be-
liefs, the speaker pointed out that 
"There has come a great change 
in the public attitude on the sub-
ject of syphilis during the past 
four or five years. Once, even the 
mere discussion of the subject was 
taboo, but in 1930 the U. S. Sur-
geon General wrote an article 
which started a great deal of talk 
and brought an about face in the 
public's attitude resulting in na-
tion wide broadcasts and educa-
tional talks on this menace to so-
ciety." 
As' soon as this was done, Dr. 
Cooper reports that the public's re-
sponse was so great that "for the 
first time this country was able 
to wage an active campaign against 
syphilis in the open." The Federal 
government, under the Verenal Dis-
sease Control Act, set up funds in 
1938 of $3,000,000 and for 1939-
1940, $5,000,000. 
In North Carolina the Smith 
Reynolds Memorial Foundation 
Funds provided added impetus in 
1937 for the control of syphilis 
from an income of $7,000,000 year-
ly for a period of 15 years to aid 
in this fight. This money and that 
of the federal government this year 
amounts to $3,000 for North Caro-
lina this year and is distributed by 
the State Department of Health 
at Raleigh. 
We were appalled to learn of 
the prevalence throughout the na-
tion and locally of this social men-
ace. Quoting again from Dr. Coo-
per: "I find the following figures: 
6% million cases or 5% of the 
population, infected, the incidence 
of Negro population in the "Deep 
South" 20-40% and 50% and over 
in some rural towns in Alabama. 
In the prison camps and work-
houses of Guilford County a recent 
survey gives us startling figures: 
70% of the colored female inmates, 
infected, 44% of the white females, 
34% of the colored males and only 
8% of the white males." 
"Syphilis is still the major 
threat to national health, infecting 
more people than any other serious 
disease. Its incidence is greater 
than tuberculosis, 13 times that of 
diphtheria, 28 that of typhoid, and 
50 times that of infantile paralysis. 
Over 100,000 die of syphilis: 10% 
of heart disease is due to syphilis, 
40,000 die of syphilitic heart dis-
ease, 1 in 10 cases due to it, 1 in 
7 cases of blindness, 21,600 syphi-
litic blind all of these leave a loss 
in earning power of some $6,000,-
000 yearly to the nation." 
What good can come of all these 
figures you may ask? Dr. Cooper 
gives the answer, "Education of 
our people, giving facts to boys 
and girls of school age, attempting 
to raise the moral, social and eco-
nomic standards of the masses of 
our youth by education through 
educators and social agencies." He 
also provides us with the program, 
"Moral standards are too low 
among our adolescense, to them 
sex is indulged in for. personal 
gratification and commercializa-
tion, even pregnancy and the in-
fection of venereal disease among 
youth is taken lightly." We can 
partly solve this problem by a 
sound program of sex education 
in public schools, especially high 
schools, taught as a course, and not 
as a lecture, taught by a compe-
tent teacher, preferably in biology, 
taking in reproduction, birth, all 
contagious diseases and venereal 
not unduly emphasized. In that 
way we can fight more effectively. 
Leon Bailey, reporter. 
Anniversary 
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ademic and classical instruction. 
At that time a half century of a 
Negro educational instution whose 
hietory and.influence has not been 
fully told or written and evaluate 
will end. As I look back over the 
changes that have taken place 
around me as an undergraduate 
here at A. and T., I wonder who is 
recording them, while it is not yet 
too late to get first hand informa-
tion from those still alive who saw 
this school start as an idea and can 
how look at it as a growing reali-
zation of that idea or dream. I 
am reminded yet of chapel pro-
grams in which from time to time 
old grads who were the first to 
receive instructions here have giv-
en their reminiscence of collegiate 
life its first teachers, students, 
course of study, buildings, etc. All 
this should be collected for the 
benefit-of future historians. On 
January 27, 1930, the original Dud-
ley building was destroyed by fire 
and no doubt most, if not all of the 
early records of this school's be-
ginning were burned. But I re-
peat there are still individuals who 
know and have first hand informa-
tion in the form of pictures, let-
ters, bric-a-bracs and first hand 
records to offer to those who would 
undertake to write the story of A. 
and T.'s first fifty years. 
I would propose that this be 
started this year by a committee 
of researchers composed of stud-
ents and social sciences instructors 
in this school whose job would be 
to write all living graduates of 
this institution and search the 
state records and newspaper files 
and office records in making this 
study. The report should not be 
just a narrative but an all inclusive 
study of students, their progress 
and the entire school's growth un-
der R. H. Pace, Charles A. Moore, 
J. B. Bluford and its period of ex-
pansion under our present presi-
dent, F. D. Bluford. 
I believe in years to come this 
will be worth more to Negro edu-
cation that it seems to be at pres-
ent. We will then have a written 
record of a growing school whose 
influence is being felt throughout 
this country. Leon Bailey. 
ection 
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examining their problems find that 
they must have certain require-
ments or specifications, why not 
students ? 
Specifications for a Student 
"To respect my college, my 
chosen profession, and myself. To 
be honest and fair with my fellow 
students as I expect them to be 
fair and honest with me. To be 
a loyal citizen of the United States 
of America, To speak of it with 
praise and act always as a trust-
worthy custodian of its good name. 
To be a man whose name carries 
prestige wherever it goes. To base 
my expectation of a reward on a 
solid foundation of service, rendered. 
To be willing to pay the price of 
success in honest effort. To look 
upon work as an opportunity to be 
seized with joy and made the most 
of, and not painful drudgery to Be 
reluctantly endured. 
"To remember that success lies 
within myself, my own brain, my 
own ambition, my own courage and 
determination. To expect difficul-
ties, and force my way through 
them. To turn hard experience into 
capital for the future use." 
"To believe in my profession 
heart and soul. To carry an air of 
optimism in the presence of those I 
meet. To dispell ill temper with 
cheerfulness, kill doubt with strong 
conviction, and reduce active fric-
tion with an agreeable personality." 
"To make a study of my business. 
To know my profession in every 
detail. To mix brain with my effort, 
and use system, and method.in my 
work. To find time to do every 
needful thing by never letting time 
find me doing nothing. To hoard 
days as a miser hoards dollars. To 
make every hour bring me divi-
dends, increased- -knowledge of 
healthful recreation." 
"To keep my future unmortaged 
by debts. To save as well as earn. 
To cut out expensive amusements 
until I can afford them. To steer 
clear of dissipation and guard my 
health of body of mind as a prec-
ious stock in trade." 
"Finally to take a good grip on 
the jobs of life. To play the game 
like a man. To fight against noth-
ing so hard as my own weakness, 
and endeavor to grow in strength, 
a gentlemen, a Christian. 
"So I may be a courteous man, 
faithful to friends, true to God." 
Such a structure can withstand 
the storms of life. 
Leon E. Bailey. 
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it is successful. Conversely, dis-
satisfaction is the sign of failure in 
the sense that for the individual no 
activity which produces dissatis-
faction is by him considered to be 
successful. 
Dissatisfaction is the motive for 
the performance of activities, and 
satisfaction is the goal s o u g h t 
through activity. When the indivi-
dual is entirely satisfied with the 
performance of an activity, there 
is no reason for a change. Change 
in activities occurs only when the 
individual is dissatisfied with their 
present form, and his purpose in 
making a change is to replace dis-
satisfaction by later satisfaction. 
Satisfaction possesses the pecu-
liarity of being subjective. The 
activity which satisfies one person 
may not satisfy another. We can 
say whether one action produces 
more satisfaction than another for 
no one save ourselves. Nor can we 
affirm for another individual that 
one act produces a higher or more 
intense sort of satisfaction than 
another, though there may be such 
distinctions. So we can classify the 
actions upon the basis of satisfac-
tion, which is subjective, only when 
we translate it into approximate 
equivalents which are objective. 
EDWARD D. MURPHY, '41 
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forming for an interested, sym-
pathetic audience, if it is composed 
of A. & T. students. Such an au-
dience makes the performer do his 
best. 
Do the young men remove their 
hats in the buildings, especially 
while talking to a member of the 
opposite sex? Do they avoid pro-
fanity in their presence? Are our 
table manners what they should 
be? To talk with large mouthfuls 
of food presents an ugly picture. 
One should never rest his elbows 
on the table while eating. It would 
be an embarassing situation for an 
elbow to land into a bowl of gravy 
and overturn it. 
When a woman enters a room, 
the men present should rise and 
remain standing until she is seat-
ed. Loud talking, laughing, and 
love-making are out of place in 
public. 
Now for the attitude side of the 
question. Modern society t e n d s 
strongly toward ignorance, selfish-
ness, and very narrow-mindedness 
partly through gossip and general-
izations. The person strong enough 
to avoid conformance to its sel-
fish ends is to be commended. 
Things are not always what they 
appear to be. If a girl goes to a 
movie with an associate or school-
mate, she is not necessarily the 
boy's girl friend, who, as a result 
should have access to all of his 
time and attention, according to 
the belief of the average person. 
Society has not yet learned to stay 
out of the affairs of others. It is 
illogical to come to a definite con-
clusion about anything unless one 
knows the facts, whys, and where-
fores — which, of course, is usually 
impossible. If a girl is unable to 
attend a dance with her so-called 
boy friend, this shouldn't mean 
that he, too, shall remain at home 
and that whomever he should hap-
pen to invite should be proclaimed 
the 'take-outer.' Sometimes, I think 
it would be best if the whole mat-
ter of courtship (the steady and 
possessive type which society in-
evitably forces upon the individual) 
should perish. This would do away 
with much narrow-mindedness and 
misunderstanding and queries about 
the personal affairs of the next 
person. 
Students, let us think of these 
things, whether we are guilty of 
them or not. 
HELEN HOLT, '41 
things, as it were, such as lang-
uage, dress, and manners condemn 
many of us. Just think if you were 
in a position of importance, how 
many of your fellow students would 
you hire ? May we ask you to pond-
er over these things? 
Ti me 
Lamentations 
(Continued from Page 2) 
that young men dress a certain way 
for different occasions. Apparently, 
these standards were in existence 
before most of us and will probably 
survive us. 
Some of our "progressive" stu-
dents and "popular" faculty mem-
bers insist on wearing polo shirts 
sweat shirts, sweaters, bed-room 
shoes, anklets, and shirts without 
neckties. True, there is a time and 
place for all things and irrespec-
tive of whether a faculty member 
or student commits a breach of eti-
quette, it does not minimize the 
fact. Probably the writer is be-
hind the times but it appears to 
be the unconventional thing and 
unpopular for a person to dress as 
he or she pleases. Others have their 
eyes on us. There is w h a t>;"<r as 
dwelling a little to high in the 
clouds of collegiatism. We some-
times build up to an awful let 
down, '"""'. 
As I look at my fellow students 
I often wonder what, it anything 
matters to some of them. Do the" 
think of others ? Some persons 
among us will someday be in posi-
tions to hire others and we will he 
very careful in our selections. R'o-ht 
now, we are making impressions 
upon each other and these impres-
sions may harm or help us. Little 
(Continued from Page 2) 
ledge, what problem confronts us? 
Yes, time is like a baldheaded man 
when all his hair is gone — last. 
We can not reverse its forward 
moving direction so it is logica1 
that we increase over pace of ac-
tion. Procrastination has no place 
in this game with time. One aspect 
of the problem is that it is no re-
specter of persons, it recognizes 
the rich, poor, the old and young, 
and the black and white, as being 
on the level. Human perspective, 
then, must, add to itself to cope 
with such an intangible force which 
has such far reaching, tangible 
consequences. 
What is the value of time? Each 
of you has had an experience dur-
ing your life time in which if you 
had been one minute earlier you 
might have received the opportuni-
ty that would have meant success. 
Time makes no special demands 
upon the individual but the indi-
vidual must, of necessity make cer-
tain demands, upon himself. One 
of those demands would be to fol-
low a routine procedure, allowing 
flexibility, in order to expedite 
time. Once wasted, time can not 
be regained or caught up with. 
Many an old man has sat at the 
close of his years reminiscing and 
wishing to begin again. He can 
then see the many seconds, minutes 
and hours that he wasted away in 
his young days — now his energy 
is gone, his time is short, he is 
wrecked. What if he were a young 
man with plenty of time before him. 
We, youngsters like to make the 
smart, supposedly, remark, "why 
hurry I have plenty of timp" The 
tragedy of such a statement is that 
it is untrue, it contains the seeds of 
its own destruction. Civilization and 
human progress are nushing on. 
May we say that Hitler is to be 
admired for his hio-h regard for 
time? Are we? If death or salva-
tion were to be our reward on the 
basis of how well we spend our 
time, what would be your reward? 
I have seen a number of gruesome 
sights in my life. Once a man was 
walking along the road and even-
tually he came upon a railroad, 
started across the track, was struck 
by a train and — ? What are the 
implications. 
Misinterpretation 
(Continued from Page 2) 
any "smarter" than the student 
who outside of getting his lessons 
as best he can, is loaded with out-
side work, extra-curricula activi-
ties, and maybe domestic troubles. 
The author seems to draw a 
sharp line of demarcation between 
education and extra-curricula acti-
vities when he asks the question as 
to why our parents sent us to 
school — to participate in extra-
curricula activities or to receive an 
education. Such organizations as a 
French club," dramatic or music 
societies, a Math club and even a 
basketball team may be education-
al. Outside of supplementing regu-
lar classroom work, they teach one 
a sense of responsibility, and oro-
vide one with the sp i r t of coopera-
tion in group work. He also nar-
rows his extra-curricula argument 
to basketball only. Did you ever 
realize that a person who has been 
doing extra work in music, who 
can coach an athletic or debating 
team, or who can produce a nrize 
winning play has a better change 
of a job than a person who has 
made all "A's" in history or a d»ad 
language? 
If you misinterpret your 'ponies' 
like you did my article, the storms 
that you say you weathered must 
have been very mild. If you re-read 
my article with any degree of com-
prehension, I'm sure you will find 
that I didn't mention personality 
as a prime factor to be considered 
in giving marks. This indeed would 
be too subjective a basis for giving 
grades. 
At least we agree on one point — 
to give praise where it is due (but 
be sure that you know where it is 
due and why). 
(government 
(Continued from Page 2) 
mit me to use such a vague term. 
These along with many other rem-
nants of an antiquated educational 
system should b° revised or modi-
fied, or ma"be abolished. 
WP roov fv",<-h°r su^nose that an 
educational system adequate for 
these modern, uncertain, complex 
times must of necessity absorb the 
extra-curricular into the regular 
curricular processes. It has beer 
said that college is four years spent 
in an artificial environment before 
emerging into a real dogmatic so-
ciety. We are usually shocked to 
find that the very poetic, flowerv 
nhrastss and pleasant experiences 
in what may be termed "collegiat-
ism" add little if anything, to our 
ability to cope with problems of 
an unstable society. 
In attempting to determine the 
relationship of student government 
to a dynamic educational system, 
we must be objective. In student 
government modern youth exhibits 
and attempts to liberr>tp itself from 
over-supervision and to exercise 
larger control over the management 
of its own affairs. Any alert stu-
dent government association will 
recognize that the famous is a 
complexity of a maze of organiza-
tions — fraternities, sororities, so-
cieties, c l u b s , committpps, and 
groups of all descriptions and 
imaginations. He must reckon with 
and interpret the significance of 
these groups and the value of their 
contribution to the general atmos-
phere of the campus. 
The success of a student govern-
ment association, I believe, de-
pends upon the extent to which H 
is generated out of a felt need, on 
the part of the student body, for 
it. Student government cannot be 
ushered in by a select p-r^un or bv 
a person. The co-operation of every 
member of the body politic is in-
dispensable. 
The student government presi-
dent, if democratically elected, re-
presents the culmination and crys-
tallization of the desires, ideas and 
ideals of the group. The next ques-
tion arises is, who should be the 
president? Watch the next trticle. 
WILLIAM M. GILMORE '40 
we can confide and trust. We must 
be g o o d conversationalists and 
should enjoy being with people. 
Always remember to take time in [ 
choosing friends. At all times, re-
member manners and respect elders. 
They judge us by our actions to-
ward them and others. 
It is from these small factors in 
our relationship with others that 
people draw their conclusions. We 
don't have to be chivalrous in the 
old meaning of the word, for it is 
not what it is cracked uo to be. but 
we can be courteous in the present 
meaning of the word. Let's show 
the masses that we are not so bad 
after all. 
HENRI B. PURNELL 
Perseveranee |§fp 
(Continued from Page 2) 
will in all probability be taking part 
in them. If not, he will at least 
have a sense of accomplishment in 
knowing that he has tried his hard-
est. Although he will have failed as 
far as graduation is concerned, he 
will have succeeded as far as cha-
racter and morale are concerned. 
When these attacks of low spirits 
threaten you, how will you react to 
them ? Will you throw your studies 
in a corner and play the coward's 
part, or will you assail these de-
pressing moods and overcome them 
by emerging victorious, at least 
morally, if not scholastically ? Your 
future, whether it be in the indus-
trial or business life of our nation, 
will depend upon your reactions to 
these moods. Conquer them for 
once, and you will have conquered 
them for all time. 
HENRI B. PURNELL 
We Young People 
(Continued from Page 2) 
against us and although we are in 
college we can show some of those 
old fogies that we are not as bad 
rs they say we are. There are quite 
a few thincrs we could consider that 
might win recruits to our side. 
First of all, we nv'ght take timp 
to stop and read Dale Carneeip-
not a synopsis of his book as S<->™P 
->{ us do for our reference reading, 
but all of it. Friendshin is one of 
L.he most important factors in onr 
'ife and some of the friends WP •»*"> 
making now will be with us forevnr 
So we should be desirous of the 
right type of friend-.. Also, we 
should remember that a person is 
judged by the kind of friends he 
makes. 
There are a few things we should 
expect to find in a friend and that 
others expect to find in us as 
friends. Of these, sincerity is one of 
the greatest. In addition it is also 
important to have someone in whom 
NOSEY-SUSIE 
(Continued from Page 4) 
likes, for anytime she wants one 
there is Waterbury, and then there 
is Rig- Train. 
Every chance Queen gets he is 
with Ida S. What's Frankie going 
to do? Is she supposed to be pre-
serving him for hers. 
Kittie seems to win out over 
Ruth. I guess Kittie has a better 
technique. 
Was Edna's face red ? ? ? I 
mean when Flora came to town. 
Thanks to the two coaches we 
have a baseball team this year. I 
really think they are looking out 
for their fans. 
Howard and Baltimore seem to 
hit along okey. 
What happened to "Miles" and 
"Liz" over the Easter holidays? 
Forman hasn't lost any t i m e 
since M. Drayne left. 
Louise Copeland, why don't you 
wake up. 
Cornelia and Tommy are always 
on the "out." 
A. Miller, Grandy was your best 
bet and a nice one too, but you wo-
men don't know how to appreciate 
fellows. Its too bad now, isn't it. 
John Brooks keeps his girls with-
out any effort at all, isn't that 
right Alma, Rosalee, and Clara? 
He's some man. 
Get wise to yourself, Evelyn 
Bruell. 
Ethel Thompson is particularly 
interested in music and the or-
chestra or is it Louie ? 
The Harlem personality boy H. 
G. seems to have lost some of his 
glamour since basketball season 
is over. Of course we all have our 
seasons, but it is a long time until 
next winter. So quit being conceit-
ed H. G. 
Bettie Best and A. B. W. are 
during fine, so are Waltz and D. K. 
Marjorie you are right, wait long 
enough and he will be back. Don't 
wait too long though! 
"Butch" is contented again now 
that Ellen is back, you really de-
ima 
On Thursday night, March 28, 
1940, Virginia Union University 
of Richmond, Va., engaged in a de-
bate with A. & T. College upon 
the question, Resolved: That the 
United States Should Follow a Pol-
icy of Strict Economic and Mili-
tary Isolation Toward All Na-
tions Outside the Western Hemi-
sphere Engaged in Armed Inter-
naticnal or Civil Conflict. 
The affirmative side was upheld 
oy Mr. J. Archie Hargraves and 
Mr. William M. Gilmore of A. & 
T., and the negative side was up-
held by Mr. Charles Wilson and 
Mr. Samuel Mitchell of Virginia 
Union University. 
The discussion proved to be par-
ticularly interesting and the pre-
siding officer allowed the audience 
to question the speakers in an 
open forum after the debate. A 
reception, which was quite appro-
priate and symbolic of the good 
Virginia hospitality, was held fol-
lowing the formal activities. In 
'toto' the trip was a very pleasant 
one. Mr. H. R. Arnette, coach of 
debate at A. & T. College and Mr. 
B. N. Roberts, chairman of the 
debating committee, accompanied 
the debators on the trip. 
serve her being nice to you this 
year — carry on. 
1. These mathematical angles 
will come out around a college — -
now many math majors are trying 
to solve the Sharp-Jeff erson-Bru-
ner triangle ? 
2. One never knows a person's 
real self until love comes along — 
now we had never pictured Alma 
Lockard as a "taker-outer" but 
that is just what she is doing to 
poor Rosalee. 
3. Gilmore boasts that he is 
an expert in the field oi "feminine 
psychology," oh yeah ? We wonder 
why he did not display some of his 
vast store of knowledge at a cer-
tain basketball game, or maybe 
that was not the "psychological" 
moment? 
4. We wonder when Emmett 
Williamson is going to make up his 
mind about W. J., and when he is 
going to graduate from this fine 
institution. 
5. Great knowledge is not all, 
is it "Soc Hargraves?" Brennan 
King has much less classical know-
ledge but he is taking Inez away. 
6. Abagail, are you h a p p y 
now? 
Farm Shop News 
The rural engineering depart-
ment recently renovated the old 
carpentry shop in Crosby Hall. All 
old sills were replaced by new 
ones and a completely new floor 
was constructed. A modern heating 
system was installed which was 
under the supervision of Professor 
Campbell, plumbing instructor, and 
Professor W. T. Johnson, instruc-
tor in rural engineering. 
The headquarters of the depart-
ment were moved because there 
was urgent need for space and a 
better equipped shop for carrying 
out an accredited program to cope 
with the rapid change in agricul-
tural methods. This project Was 
carried out, in a cooperative man-
ner, with groups working under 
captains appointed by the instruc-
If any little love of mine 
may make a life the sweeter, 
If any little care of mine 
may make a friend's the fleeter, 
If any lift of mine may ease the 
burden of another, God give me 
love and care and strength to 
help my toiling brother 
ANON 
